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This thesis develops a model for a possible future Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) 
detailing system.  It does so by examining the current SWO Detailing System in the 
context of the greater SWO Career Management System. Minimum criteria applicable to 
any future detailing systems are then developed. Using these criteria, an object-oriented 
model for a future SWO Detailing System is created with the Unified Modeling 
Language. The model developed assumes a future SWO Career Management System 
where SWOs progress from being generalists to specialists (e.g., a future SWO may 
specialize as a Combat Systems Officer). Many of the concepts developed are applicable 
to the current SWO Detailing System. Primary among these concepts is that the current 
system (and any future system) will benefit from the use of a more object-oriented 
database to store and manage historical and statistical information about individual 
SWOs. In addition, customized user interfaces for detailing system users that access this 
same database but have different functionality will improve both the experience and 
results of the SWO detailing process. Finally, the introduction of computerized analytical 
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Bottom-line numbers drive modern Naval Officer detailing despite the fact that 
specialized skill sets exist at all levels of Naval Officers. Specialization is, in fact, the 
basis of the current separation of communities (i.e. aviation, submarines and surface 
warfare). Furthermore, within each major warfare community, naval officers possess 
skills that are even more specialized.1 Community managers, such as the ones for the 
Surface Warfare Officer community, seek to fill critical billets requiring specialized skills 
and retain personnel having those skills.  However, both the current up-or-out Navy 
Career Management System, which demands a steady flow of personnel through the 
system, and a detailing system driven more by quantity than quality prevent them.2  
In the new knowledge-centric combat environment, all officers must have a 
minimum set of traits and skills in order for the Navy to function successfully. This is 
especially true of the Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) community, which demands that its 
officers be diverse in their skill sets. It is only by defining this minimum set that it 
becomes possible to look at specialization within the Surface Warfare Officer detailing 
system and how a future detailing system would integrate with the future Navy (and, 
possibly, Department of Defense) Career Management System. 
The current detailing/career management system purports to consider 
specialization. Officers, through various mechanisms (such as graduate studies), earn 
specialization codes. These codes are associated with specific billets that would benefit 
from an officer’s specialized skills. However, the quantity and quality of information 
available about an individual officer in the current system may not be sufficient to 
properly detail future officers to the best advantage of both the Navy and the individual. 
                                                 
1 Some of these specialized skill sets blur the line between community competencies. Examples 
include those skills sets involving the use of Information Technology. 
2 It should be noted that this is not an attack of Naval Personnel Command Detailers who, for the most 
part, do their best to ensure that quality pervades the assignment process. However, they are constrained by 
a very real need to ensure that critical billets are filled. 
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In addition, this lack of information in the current detailing system also means that some 
officers are not utilized in areas where they can make their greatest contributions. This 
directly affects bottom-line retention and officer satisfaction issues. Ultimately, this 
translates into readiness and mission accomplishment. 
At some point, every important milestone for an officer involves a detailer.  
However, the current system does not instill confidence or trust among individual Surface 
Warfare Officers. This is not a fault of the detailers but of the detailing system, which 
struggles to develop and adapt in the face of an increasing rate of change in force 
requirements. Again, this directly affects retention and officer satisfaction. Even more 
importantly, it prevents the system from fulfilling one of its major roles as a career 
counseling resource. 
Information Systems Technology can be used to address the complex problem of 
increasing the quantity and quality of Officer profiles and detailing data while allowing 
detailers and their customers to maintain positive control of the process. The use of an 
object-oriented design method produces a modularized future detailing system that can 
evolve to respond more effectively and efficiently to both the needs of the individual 
SWO and the needs of the Navy. 
In order to establish a framework for the future, the current Career Management 
System used by Surface Warfare Officers must be explored.  Because of the scope of this 
issue, though, this thesis examines such effects and change only where they directly 
pertain to the SWO detailing system model. 
The intent of this thesis is to develop an emerging model of a Decision Support 
System for Future Officer Detailing. This model is developed using the Universal 
Modeling Language and presented as complementing Class and Sequence diagrams. 




B. BACKGROUND  
The Navy has used an up-or-out promotion system since 1916 (U.S. Senate, 1916, 
pp. 321-322). After World War II, the Navy’s system was mandated by Congress and 
adopted by the newly formed Department of Defense. The adoption of an up-or-out 
system reflected a desire to maintain vitality in the United States’ Armed Forces growing 
officer corps.  
With the end of the Cold War, the nation perceived that the threat axis had shifted 
and that threats to the nation had diminished. The nation’s new perception resulted in a 
shrinking of its military assets (both technological and human). However, the threats to 
the nation seem not to have diminished but, instead, fragmented and multiplied. Besides a 
peace dividend, America also is enjoying a technological dividend that holds the promise 
of being able to provide for the national defense with fewer people. However, this 
requires that those who serve in the nation’s armed forces possess an array of technical 
skills not previously required.   
The current detailing system and, more importantly, career management system 
used by the nation’s military are still operating in the legislative environment of the late 
1940s.3 A new approach to detailing and career management is required. 
 
C. SCOPE/METHODOLOGY 
This thesis is limited to examining the US Naval Surface Warfare Officer 
detailing system and, when necessary, the Navy Officer Career Management System. 
While the increasingly joint nature of the nation’s forces would dictate a broader view, 
the complexity of an overall Joint Career Management and Detailing System requires 
more time and resources than the author possesses. 
The thesis arrives at its conclusions through a five-step process. First, data and 
information are collected concerning the current Surface Warfare Officer Detailing 
                                                 
3 Even though DOPMA was enacted by Congress in 1980 to reform the military’s career management 
system, it is considered an evolutionary document extending back to World War II era legislation rather 
than a revolutionary document (Thie, 1994, p. 3). 
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Process and the Career Management System that encompasses it. This is done through an 
examination of relevant literature complemented by limited data from e-mail 
questionnaires of current detailers and surface manpower officers.4 The information and 
data gathered on Career Management Systems is analyzed in order to come up with a 
model of a future Career Management System. The Career Management Systems 
research is combined with the information and data gathered about the current detailing 
system to produce Unified Modeling Language Class and Sequence models5 of the 
current system. This model is then analyzed in context of the future Career Management 
System model in order to develop UML Class and Sequence models of a future Surface 
Warfare Officer Detailing System. The final step is an analysis of this future modeling 
system. 
Development of possible models for future detailing systems requires making 
assumptions about the future national security needs of the United States and the future 
culture of the United States Navy and, to some extent, the entire defense establishment. 
The models are an attempt to balance the needs of the navy with the needs of future 
Surface Warfare Officers. 
Development of a working prototype is not possible given time, funding and 
thesis constraints. 
The five steps in developing this thesis are summarized below: 
1. Collect data and information concerning detailing and career management 
systems through an examination of relevant literature supplemented by limited 
data from e-mail questionnaires of current detailers and surface community 
managers. 
2. Develop a model of a future Surface Warfare Officer Career Management 
System based on data collected. 
3. Develop class and sequence diagrams of the current Surface Warfare Officer 
Detailing System based on data collected.  
                                                 
4 Appendix B is the questionnaire e-mailed to all relevant detailers and community managers. 
Unfortunately, the percentage of replies was small. However, those replies that were received proved to be 
useful and insightful. 
5  The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a modern language for specifying, visualizing, 
constructing and documenting systems. Class and sequence models are developed a variety of ways in 
UML. See Appendix A for a brief primer on UML as it applies to this thesis. 
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4. Develop class and sequence diagrams of a future Surface Warfare Officer 
Detailing System based on steps 2 and 3. 
5. Analyze the model developed in step 4. 
 
 Rational Software Corporation’s Rational Rose 2000 is used to develop 
class and sequence models. 
 
D. BENEFITS OF THE STUDY/ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
Considerable interest exists within DOD on the topic of officer specialization and 
tailored career tracks. OPNAV and PERSCOM sources believe that the Navy will move 
towards more specialization (Lopez, Questionnaire, 2001). If this is the case, the 
existence of a DSS model will facilitate the development of an actual, implementable IT 
system when needed. Chapter II examines and models a future Career Management 
System. Chapter III examines and models the current Surface Warfare Officer Detailing 
System. Chapter IV develops and presents a high level model of a future SWO detailing 
system in light of the models developed in Chapters II and III. Chapter V presents 
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While the intricacies and details of career management systems are beyond the 
scope of this thesis, they envelop and inform the detailing sub-system. Therefore, a basic 
understanding of the Navy’s current Career Management System, as it pertains to Surface 
Warfare Officers, helps in the development and analysis of a future SWO detailing 
system. This chapter develops a basic understanding of the present and future of the 
SWO Career Management System. Chapter III uses this understanding to develop and 
examine a model of the current SWO Detailing System.  
 
B. CURRENT CAREER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
1. Requirements of a Career Management System 
Armed forces ultimately exist to carry out national objectives. As such, the most 
basic military career management systems would be conscription systems that ensure 
adequate physical numbers as well as breadth and depth of skills to carry out national 
objectives. Naturally, standing volunteer militaries require more complex career 
management systems that take into account the needs and wants of those in the system. 
Legal requirements for joint duty further complicate the systems used by the military 
branches of the United States Armed Forces. 
While career management systems vary somewhat within the various branches of 
the military and even within the Navy, all Officer Management Systems should share the 
following key objectives (Thie, 1994, p. xix): 
1. Meet national requirements for officers 
2. Attract and develop officers who, from the perspective of users, have adequate 
ability and experience 
3. Foster careers that provide satisfaction and opportunity in exchange for 
commitment 
4. Possess sufficient flexibility to adapt to changes in the size and composition of the 
officer corps 
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In addition, varieties of statistical factors are taken into account when developing career 
management systems. These factors include: 
1. Cost  
2. Numbers entering, pursuing or leaving the services 
3. Differentiation in skill groups and services 
4. Public confidence 
Finally, every career management system must be concerned with four Functional 
Personnel Activities, which are: Accessing, Developing, Promoting and Transitioning 
(Thie, 1994, p 84). Figure 2-1 illustrates the four Functional Personnel Activities.  
A c c e s s i o n
P r o m o t i o n
D e v e l o p m e n t
T r a n s i t i o n
 
 
Figure 2- 1: General Career Management System Functions 
 
2. Macroscopic Issues of the Current SWO CMS 
 On a macroscopic level, a look at the current SWO career progression path 
reveals a discontinuity between national needs for a joint force and the training and 
experience necessary for such a force to be effective. A SWO is not expected to do his 
first official joint tour until roughly sixteen years into his career. This apparent anomaly 
is not limited to the Surface Warfare Community. A look at the career progression charts 
for the other major naval communities shows that only one other community, the Naval 
Aviation community, even explicitly mentions joint duty as a natural part of the career 
path (Navy Personnel Command (NAVPERSCOM), 2001, p. 32). Figure 2-2 illustrates 
the current SWO notional career path. 
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Figure 2- 2: Notional SWO Career Path (From NAVPERSCOM, 2001, p. 32). 
 
Various reasons for the delay of entry into the joint arena can be and have been 
offered. However, there are two questions that must be asked when developing future 
career management and detailing models. First, at what point should a SWO first take a 
joint assignment? Second, what kind of training does a SWO need for a joint assignment 
and when should he receive that training? 
The U.S. military currently uses a career flow structure called Up-or-Out. In this 
system, officers continue to promote or are involuntarily separated from the service. In 
addition, the entry point into a U.S. military career is the same for all officers. Such a 
system is suited to a hierarchical institution, as the U.S. military is, where a strong 
organizational culture is supported and valued (NAVPERSCOM, 2001, p. 78). 
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3. Accession in the Current CMS  
The U.S. military uses a variety of accession methods. However, they all have in 
common a requisite period where acculturation of new officers occurs. Accession for 
Navy officers, specifically, occurs in one of four ways:  
1. Commissioning from a service academy 
2. Commissioning from an ROTC program 
3. Commissioning from Officer Candidate School (for those officers who are part of 
navy enlisted programs where commissioning occurs before receiving an 
academic degree or those who have received an academic degree but did not 
participate in ROTC or attend a service academy) 
4. Commissioning from Officer Indoctrination School (for restricted line officers 
such as chaplains, doctors, lawyers, etc.) 
 
The common point for all Naval Officer accessing is a four-year academic degree. 
For general line officers (those specializing in a warfare area such as Surface Warfare, 
Aviation, Submarines and Special Warfare), the nature of the four-year degree is less 
important than the officer’s ability to adapt to his warfare community’s culture. In 
addition, the process of accessing is incomplete (and this seems to be almost a universal 
truth for all military services) without a period of intense mental and physical 
acculturation.6 The final part of accession in the U.S. military involves choosing a 
specialty track. This is either one of the warfare communities or one of the support 
communities such as Engineering Duty, Supply or Civil Engineering Corps. 
 
4. Development in the Current SWO CMS  
Development takes place over the entire span of an officer’s career. In a perfect 
system, every assignment an officer received would be a developmental step that would 
further that officer’s value to the nation. In a large and complex organization, fiscal 
policies, political motivations and global events complicate the process of officer 
development. Despite the presence of a notional career path, there exists no guarantee 
that an officer will receive assignments that further his professional development. The 
                                                 
6 This serves three purposes, according to Thie (1994, p. 83): it gives the entrant a preview of the 
culture they have chosen to become a part of and it allows them to judge if they actually want to be a part 
of it; Second, it imbues the entrant with a sense of cultural pride tightening the bonds between entrant and 
service; Finally, it is a rite of passage into a specialized and closed community. 
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extreme difficulties inherent in attempting to guess the state of the world in twenty years 
make it improbable that any officer can guarantee the developmental relevancy of the 
assignments in his career. In the case of line officers in the U.S. Navy, the emphasis 
during development lies with the skills necessary to fight a ship. A SWO spends sixty 
percent of his first twenty years of service mastering such skills (Thie, 1994, p. 87). 
Future systems development should consider alternatives that match individual career 
progression with assignments that provide the staff and political sills required for 
advancement and success in the military hierarchy. This consideration is constrained by 
the reality that a relatively small percentage of military officers remain in service long 
enough to rise to the highest levels of the military hierarchy.  
 
5. Promotion in the Current SWO CMS 
Promotion, as seen from most officers’ perspective, means an increase in 
responsibility, accountability and pay. It is a vital part of an Up-or-Out system. The 
military career concept is based on a Rank-in-Person perspective rather than a Rank-in-
Job. That is, unlike most civilian organizations, the level of authority a person has is 
based on their personal rank. Naturally, this is a generalization. However, where 
promotions are concerned, this means that a person is promoted independently of job 
requirements. This is true up to flag ranks, where an admiral may be given additional 
stars because of the requirements of the job. 
  
6. Transitions in the Current SWO CMS 
Transitioning is most intimately related to the closing part of an officer’s career. 
In the current military career system, hard limits are placed on the length of an officer’s 
career. As a result, military careers are unique in that they place an emphasis on youth 
and in that they do not preclude but almost require former officers to embark on second 
careers upon completion of a successful military career. These hard limits are an essential 
part of maintaining civilian control of the military because they set up the expectation of 
successful re-integration into the general populace at the end of a military career. 
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C. CAREER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ALTERNATIVES  
There appear to be two approaches to developing Career Management System 
Alternatives. The first is to examine career management systems from the perspective of 
personnel functions matrixed against the career flow structure (up and out, in and out, 
etc.). The second way examines career management systems from the perspective of 
managing personnel functions matrixed against organization functions and structures 
(structure, identification, assignment, development, promotion and rewards). 
Five of the models reviewed for this thesis were built for a study of military 
officer career management in a primarily joint world (Thie, 1999). The other four did not 
look at the joint world  specifically (Thie, 1994).  
The models and their general focus were as follows: 
1. Managing the Generalist: Developing general leadership competencies 
2. Managing Leader Succession: Selection of future senior leaders 
3. Managing Competencies: Intensive utilization of specialized competencies. That 
is, officers are professionally specialized continuously assigned to billets in their 
specialty 
4. Managing Skills: Development of specialized capabilities. That is, officers 
develop specialty skills but are assigned to specialty billets only periodically. 
5. Managing the Exception: Managing assignments rather than managing the officer. 
6. Up-or-Out Short Career 
7. Up-or-Out Long Career 
8. Lateral Entry (up-or-out or in-and-out) 
9. Long, Stable (up-and-stay) 
10. Career Selection (up-or-out first 10 years, then up-and-stay) 
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1. The Joint Approach 
Table 2-1 presents a matrix summary of the joint career management models 
examined for this chapter. The primary division in perspective of the various models is 
that five of them looked at career management from the specific perspective of a joint 
environment. This forced them to take a more generalized approach to career 
management. Of the five models that took a joint approach, Managing the Generalist is 
the one closest to the Navy’s current system. Its major focus is developing general 
competencies through a standard sequence of assignments (Thie, 1999, pp. 8-25). 
 






Managing Skills Managing the 
Exception 
Major Focus Developing 
general leadership 
competencies 






















integrated into the 
organization 
Positions integrated 
into the organization 











education often a 
prerequisite 
Membership in a 
functional area 
Availability 
Assignment Standard sequence 






















standard sequence of 
assignments 
Table 2- 1: Joint Career Management Models (From Thie, 1999, p. 11) 
 
The joint study (Thie, 1999) did not find in favor of any particular model listed in 
Table 2-1. The study did conclude that preference was often based on individual 
perception versus institutional perception. That is, individuals preferred a career that 
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managed competencies but the organization as a whole preferred careers that managed 
leader succession (Thie, 1999, p. 52). 
In effect, the organization is an entity concerned with its own preservation as 
surely as each individual that composes the organization is concerned ultimately with his 
own preservation. This sets up the basic conflict in determining any future career 
management framework. The organization cannot continue to exist if it is unable to meet 
the basic needs and desires of its constituents. However, the organization also will fail if 
it is unable to meet its own bureaucratic needs and ensure competent and orderly 
succession to its key management points. 
 
2. The Non-Joint Models 
Thie’s 1994 study looked at career management models from the perspective of 
the basic career/detailing structure (accessing, developing, transitioning, promoting). 
Because of this, it offers the best opportunity to apply it to a detailing system. However, 
the study views the world primarily from a Navy standpoint. It works extremely well if 
detailing SWOs to traditional SWO jobs but less so if SWOs are required, or desire, to 
work in a joint capacity. Table 2-2 presents a summary of the non-joint models. 
This group of models implies a career firmly in the hands of the individual when, 
in fact, the service maintains control. However, it must be acknowledged that this group 
of models provides a variety not seen in the joint models. 
Again, the Rand study did not single out one alternative. However, its conclusions 
provided some insight into the needs of a future detailing system for whatever model is 
developed.  
First the study found that the current up-or-out structure is no longer truly 
applicable because youth is no longer the primary requisite for capable service (Thie, 
1994, p. 198). For the detailing system, this might imply longer tours and greater 
experience. This, in turn, means a potential for a clogged system (which is part of the 
reason the up-or-out system was adopted in the first place).  
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Next, the study determined that allowing fast track promotions might be desirable 
(Thie, 1994, pp. 198-199).  Fast tracking would increase the complexity of the detailing 
system.   
 Up-or-out Short Up-or-out Long Lateral Entry Long, Stable Career Selection 
Major Focus Retain Current 
System 
Allow longer 
careers in the same 
general structure as 
today’s system 
Allow for entrance 
into the military at a 
point other than the 





having a general 
line structure 
until about the O-
4 point and then 
specializing 
A three-phased system 
of five years each. The 
first phase provides a 
generalist experience. 
The second phase 
provided further skill 
development. The 
third phase, only those 









into the organization 
Positions 
integrated into the 
organization 
Positions integrated 
into the organization 








large up to O-4. 
Then,  
membership in a 
functional area 
Phase 1 and 2: Officer 
population at large; 
Phase 2 and 3: Those 
Highly desired 
Assignment Standard sequence 











assignments up to 
O-4 followed 
with assignments 
to specialty area 
Standard sequence of 
assignments  
 
Table 2- 2: Non Joint Career Management Models (After Thie, 1994). 
 
Finally, the study suggested that there should be more flexibility in the grade 
table. That is, rank should match the assignment in most cases. Combined with fast 
tracking, a flexible grade scale could mean an officer who is a Lieutenant in one 
assignment could be a Commander during his next assignment. For the detailing system, 
this would mean the necessity to more carefully track a history of ranks. It is unlikely, 
however, that such an extreme system would appear. More likely, only the financial 
scales would adjust so that certain positions were paid more than others.  
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Of this group of models, only the Long and Stable model provides an opportunity 
for specialization. This model can be applied to the SWO community. The O-4 level is 
typically associated with second department head tours and preparation for an Executive 
Officer slot. Thus, the first six to eight years of service would be spent in a generalist 
capacity and the remainder of the career would be spent in a specialty (command, 
engineering, supply, etc.). The benefit would be that every specialist would still be, at the 
core, a SWO. This is similar in concept to the requirement that every Marine Corps 
officer attend the same basic infantry training regardless of specialization. 
 
D. CRITERIA FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FUTURE SWO CMS 
It is impossible to predict the specific appearance of a future Navy Career 
Management System for Surface Warfare Officers. However, research seems to point at 
some generalizations: 
1. Careers will be more specialized 
2. Conflicts will continue to exist between the needs of the Navy and its ability to 
satisfy the wants of its constituents 
3. The Joint arena will remain convoluted 
4. The need for Command-track/Command-oriented officers will not diminish 
5. Congress will continue to dictate certain officer requirements 
 
From these assumptions and the criteria posed in section II.B.1, any future 
detailing system must: 
1. Meet national legal requirements for officers 
2. Attract and develop officers who, from the perspective of the nation, have 
adequate ability and experience 
3. Foster careers that provide satisfaction and opportunity in exchange for 
commitment 
4. Possess sufficient flexibility to adapt to changes in the size and composition of the 
officer corps 
5. Take into account the increasing specialization of its members and, possibly, the 
uniqueness of each of its member’s career paths.  
6. Ensure training opportunities for jointness should exist (but not necessarily 
hardwired into the system).  
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E. POSSIBLE FUTURE SWO CMS 
What the future career management system will look like is important. 
Unfortunately, the inherent uncertainty of the future makes it impossible to make specific 
predictions about future career management systems. However, taking into account the 
criteria developed in this chapter for future career management systems, it is possible to 
make an educated prediction. 
 
1. The Joint CMS Models 
Of particular appeal in the joint CMS models examined in this chapter is that they 
take into account a broader picture of the Navy and its place in national defense. 
Managing Skills seems to best fit the criteria for a future CMS model. However, 
managing skills can be complex and requires that officer skill tracking be explicit and 
that, furthermore, such skills be continuously updated in order to maintain relevancy. It 
increases the complexity of the detailing process significantly, especially as the personnel 
base shrinks. In addition, it may be necessary to define a skill competency called 
“Command,” or some similar name, in order to ensure that competent leadership skills 
are continuously being developed in at least some sector of the officer population. 
Managing Skills offers the likelihood of the most career satisfaction and, therefore, 
retention. 
The least satisfactory of the joint models is Managing the Exception. This model 
perpetuates the tendency to treat joint assignments as outside the normal career path of 
the officer. However, Managing the Exception greatly simplifies the detailing process as 
it eliminates the requirement that joint training or assignments be integrated into a 
detailing system. 
 
2. The Non-Joint CMS Models 
Of the non-joint models, the Career Selection model fits the criteria best for a 
future detailing system. There are two benefits of such a model. First, the Navy could 
control promotion to its highest ranks as it does today. Secondly, the individual has 
specific break points for achievement. In addition, of all the models in this group, it 
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would be the easiest to implement in a detailing system as it is highly structured up to a 
late point in the career. The biggest problem of the model is that it continues to assume 
all officers are generalists with Command being their ultimate goal. 
 
3. A Future SWO CMS Model 
 The most desirable of future models is a combination of Managing Skills and 
Career Selection that looks similar to the model presented in Table 2-3. This new model 
has the benefit of satisfying individual desires and strengths while, simultaneously, 
allowing the community to identify and retain only those qualified and needed for 
service. Table 2-4 presents the various CMS models examined in this chapter and how 
they satisfy the developed CMS criteria. 
Managing Skills/Career Selection Combo 
Major Focus A 3-phased system of five to six years each.  
Phase 1 focuses on generalist SWO training (apprenticeship). 
Phase 2 focuses on specialist training to include joint 
professional military education (journeymanship).  
Phase 3 focuses on concentration in specialty area or command 
track focus (mastership) 
Structure Positions integrated into the organization. Joint assignments are 
a standard part of phase 2 (and phase 3, depending on specialty) 
Identification Phase 1: Officer population at large 
Phase 2: Officer population at large 
Phase 3: Those Highly desired in Functional Areas (to include 
Command Track) 
Assignment Phase 1: Standard Sequence of Assignments 
Phase 2: Standard Sequence of Assignments by functional area 
Phase 3: Needs of the Service 
Table 2- 3: Managing Skills/Career Selection Combination Future CMS Model Summary 
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Criteria Generalist Leader 
Succession 
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Figure 2- 3: Satisfaction of CMS Criteria by Various CMS Models 
 
F. CONCLUSION 
Due to the scope and complexity of career management systems, it is unrealistic 
to assume that this chapter does anything more than provide an overview and summary of 
the Navy’s current career management system as it pertains to Surface Warfare Officers. 
Such a summary, though, provides a framework for examining the current Surface 
Warfare Officer Detailing System (Chapter III).  
In addition, this chapter develops criteria for future SWO career management 
systems and, based on these criteria, proposes a model of a future SWO CMS. This 
model will be used in Chapter IV as a future SWO Detailing System is developed. 
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Chapter II presented criteria for a future SWO Career Management System. This 
chapter examines the current SWO detailing system in light of these criteria in order to 
shape a future system. 
The current system is modeled with the Unified Modeling Language (UML). It is 
assumed that Information Technology (IT) will play a role in any future SWO detailing 
system. Despite UML’s relative lack of automation, its use will facilitate modeling future 
detailing systems (see Appendix A for an overview of UML). Finally, the author 
recognizes that some components of the model developed in this chapter may become 
outdated rapidly as the SWO detailing process evolves. 
  
B. MODEL OF CURRENT SWO DETAILING SYSTEM 
1. Detailing System Scenarios 
COMNAVPERS 41’s effort to make further use of IT in the current system 
complicates the process of developing a cohesive model for the current SWO detailing 
system. Currently, there are now two different methods of dealing with detailers for the 
SWO community; Division Officers use the first method, Department Head through 
Command-level SWOs use the second, more traditional, method. Detailing division 
officers is a much more mechanical process than detailing other SWOs because of the 
general lack of prior professional history on the part of new officers. For Department 
Heads and above, the prior professional history of the SWO is an important consideration 
in correctly detailing the individual (Lopez, Questionnaire, 2001). It should be noted that 
COMNAVPERS 41 is also responsible for the detailing and placement of Nuclear Power 
Surface Warfare Officers (SWO(N)), Special Warfare (SPECWAR) Officers (SEALs), 
Special Operations (SPECOPS) Officers (Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Mine Counter 
Measures, Operational Diving and Salvage, Explosive Ordnance Management) and the 
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Limited Duty Officers and Chief Warrant Officers that fill critical positions in the 
Surface Warfare Community.  
This thesis limits itself to the detailing process for non-nuclear trained 
commissioned Surface Warfare Officers only. This is not to imply that other members of 
the Surface Warfare Community are less important. Rather, it serves to restrict the scope 
of this thesis, though, it is hoped that the findings can be extended to the rest of the 
Surface Community.  
 
a. Division Officer Detailing 
Junior Officer Detailers at COMNAVPERS already are attempting to 
make use of modern network technologies to improve the detailing process. The new 
system allows all newly commissioned ROTC officers to select their first assignment 
based on their national ranking. While those at the United States Naval Academy will 
continue to pick from a board listing ships and homeports, ROTC graduates will pick 
their first ship via the Internet.  
In general, the system works identically for all new division officers. 
Based on a midshipman’s7 ranking, the detailer contacts the midshipman to select the ship 
on which he or she will serve. For ROTC midshipmen, the list of available billets is 
posted at the COMNAVPERS website. Figure 3-1 is a use case diagram for first tour 
division officer detailing to illustrate the commonality of function. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 
are sequence diagrams for both USNA service selection and ROTC ship selection. As 
seen by comparing the two diagrams, the only difference is that a database update is not 
required during USNA service selection as the process involves a midshipman taking a 
cardboard placard off of a physical board. The next midshipman can pick a billet from 
among the remaining placards only.  
 
                                                 
7 A Midshipman is an officer candidate in a Navy Officer Training Program (USNA, ROTC, OCS). 
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Figure 3- 1: Use Case Diagram of First Division Officer Tour Detailing 
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Figure 3- 3: First Division Officer Tour Detailing Sequence Diagram (USNA)8 
 
b. Post First Tour Division Officer Detailing  
For Division Officers heading to their second division officer tours, the 
new Division Officer Sequencing Plan (DOSP) gives Commanding Officers three options 
(COMNAVPERS-41, 2001). 
Option A.     Remain on board current ship for a total 36 - month 
division officer assignment. These officers will be assigned to 
second tour billets on their initial ship, such as Navigator, MPA 
and non-AEGIS FCO / CICO for the second portion of their tour. 
Option B.     Remain on board current ship for a total 30 - month 
division officer tour, then roll early to department head school or 
shore duty. Officers recommended for this option are 
administratively screened for department head afloat and must 
apply for Surface Warfare Officer Continuation Pay (SWOCP) 
prior to detaching the ship. 
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8 The contactSWO method hides its implementation details. In the case of an ROTC graduate, 
contactSWO refers to phone contact. In the case of a USNA graduate, contactSWO refers to a soon-to-be 
SWO being called down to a physical location to pick his assignment. 
Option C.     Transfer officers at the 18 - month point of their first 
division officer tour to serve a 24 - month second division officer 
tour as AEGIS Fire Control or CIC Officer. 
In all cases, second tour division officers go through a slating process 
similar to department heads and above, though, it lacks the political and individual 
background related elements of later slating processes. To illustrate the common detailing 
process for SWOs, the following scenario is presented as it appears on COMNAVPERS 
41’s website. It should be noted that all items in bold represent possible candidates for 
classes, methods and attributes in the system model. 
 
Detailing Scenario (From NAVPERS-414, 1999) 
[Scenario Author’s Comments] The example below illustrates how a Division 
Officer gets ordered out of his first tour job (Auxiliaries Officer on an LSD in 
Japan) and into his second tour job (Fire Control Officer on a CG in 
Mayport). It’s a bit lengthy, but may shed some light on what appears to be a 
convoluted and Byzantine process. NOTE: All personnel transactions are 
conducted in the OAIS database --the Bureau’s officer distribution software.  
In August 2000 the gaining Placement Officer, CDR 
Taker (CRUDES LANT Placement), posts the FCO billet 
on USS APPOMATTOX, a CG based in Mayport. The 
billet fill date (the month in which the new FCO must 
report aboard) is August 2001—the incumbent FCO’s 
Planned Rotation Date. CDR Taker, as the gaining 
Placement Officer in this case, is responsible for USS 
APPOMATTOX’s officer manning, from First Tour 
DIVOs to the CO. It is his job to make sure that officer 
billets get filled.  
In September 2000, the Second-Tour DIVO Detailer, LT 
Mover, reviews the records of all his constituents who 
will be rolling in the APR-JUN 2001 time frame. Among 
them is LTJG John Paul Nimitz, now serving as AUXO in 
USS BARTLETT, an LSD based in Sasebo. He has a 
PRD of APR 01.  
LT Mover sees that LTJG Nimitz has recently submitted a 
Duty Preference Card and specifically requested a 
topside job (FCO, CICO, or Navigator) in an East Coast 
CRUDES ship. Armed with LTJG Nimitz’s preferences, 
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LT Mover reviews LTJG Nimitz’s record and 
qualifications. LTJG Nimitz completed his EOOW and 
SWO qualifications ahead of his contemporaries, and 
has gotten [sic] great recommendations (Department 
Head, PC Command, graduate education) from his CO. 
LTJG Nimitz is clearly a player. 
Reviewing the jobs to be filled in the JUL-SEP 2001 
timeframe, LT Mover sees a great match: LTJG Nimitz 
to USS APPOMATTOX as FCO.  
Once the Second-Tour DIVO slate is completed and 
approved in November 2000, LT Mover proposes (or 
"props," in Bureau-Speak) LTJG Nimitz for the FCO job in 
APPOMATTOX. 
CDR Taker checks his OAIS Action Queue and sees that 
LT Mover has proposed LTJG Nimitz into the FCO job in 
APPOMATTOX. CDR Taker checks LTJG Nimitz’s 
detaching date from BARTLETT and the detaching date 
of APPOMATTOX’s current FCO (PRD of SEP 2001), 
reviews Billet Sequence Training requirements, and 
decides that LTJG Nimitz is a good fit.  
CDR Taker then builds LTJG Nimitz’s training track, 
which will include Aegis Console Operator (AOCO), Aegis 
Combat Systems Officer Track II, and Force Air Defense 
Warfare Commander (FADWC). Class convening dates 
and available quotas will support LTJG Nimitz’s training 
track. LTJG Nimitz will detach from USS BARTLETT in 
late April, and will finish his pipeline in late July. That will 
allow him plenty of time to complete his training track and 
take a bit of leave before reporting aboard APPOMATTOX 
in August—a perfect scenario.  
Once CDR Taker has completed building LTJG Nimitz’s 
track, he sends the orders to LCDR Grunt, the losing 
Placement Officer (the Placement Officer who is 
responsible for manning amphibious ships—in this case, 
the ship that is "losing" LTJG Nimitz). LCDR Grunt 
reviews the proposal and sees that BARTLETT’s 
prospective AUXO, ENS Tool, reports aboard in April 
2001, which will allow sufficient time for turn over with 
LTJG Nimitz prior to LTJG Nimitz’s departure later that 
month. LCDR Grunt approves the orders and sends them 
back to LT Mover, the original detailer. LCDR Grunt is not 
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particularly concerned about LTJG Nimitz’s follow-on 
assignment; after all, LCDR Grunt’s loyalty is to USS 
BARTLETT. 
LT Mover reviews the training track and adds special 
instructions that apply in LTJG Nimitz’s case (entitlements, 
restrictions, etc.). He then forwards the orders to the 
Costing Division, PERS-4635. The Costing Division 
ensures that all accounting codes are correct, verifies PCS 
funding availability, and then releases the orders. 
The objective of analyzing this scenario is to help determine the objects, 
methods and attributes in the detailing system. This information is used to present an 
accurate model of the system. Figure 3-5 is a high–level sequence diagram of the 
scenario. Not shown in this scenario is the role of the new sea coordinator and shore 
coordinator. However, in the next section, they are placed into the models. 
 
2. Consolidated Models of Current SWO Detailing System 
Figure 3-3 is a use case view of the current SWO detailing system. The sea/shore 
coordinator is added to this figure. Three aspects of this model are immediately apparent:   
1. The multiple layers of human interaction within the detailing system  
2. Command interaction is vital 
3. The underlying object of all these interfaces appears to be the billet  
 Note also that the role of the sea/shore coordinator, who is an actor in the 
detailing system, is still being developed at the time of this writing. 
Figure 3-4 is another view of the use case model. In this view, the use cases have 
been consolidated. The benefit of this view is that it presents probabilities for function 
consolidation in a future detailing system. The detractor is that a sense of how the system 
is currently partitioned is lost. 
A sequence model of the current SWO detailing system is presented in Figure 3-6. 
The new position of coordinator is modeled also and needs some explanation. The sea or 
shore coordinator does just that – coordinate. Their job is to maintain the overall picture 
of either sea or shore billets (Lopez, Questionnaire, 2001). They are thus the primary 
quality control mechanism of the detailing system; they allow the other actors in the 
system to focus on their sub-specialties. Also shown in the model is the Head of PERS-
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41. He is responsible for approval of slates at all levels. In addition, Type Commanders 
and Battlegroup Commanders are placed in the model as they are the ultimate slate 









































Figure 3- 4: Consolidated Use Case Model of Current SWO Detailing System
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Figure 3-5: High level Detailing Sequence Diagram
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Figure 3- 4: Sequence Model of Current Detailing System 
 
Figure 3-6 does not explicitly model First Tour Division Officer Detailing in 
order to keep the model as legible as possible. However, the models for First Tour 
Division Officer Detailing presented in Figures 3-2 and 3-3, if expanded, would look as 
follows in Figure 3-7. Note that Figure 3-7 does not include all the actions that happen 
after a midshipman chooses a billet. In theory, at least, all items after that are similar to 
those below the bold horizontal line displayed in Figure 3-6. 
This section is iterative until 
all ROTC midshipmen in that 
particular time period are 
assigned to ships
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Figure 3- 5: Expanded First Tour Division Officer Sequence Diagram 
 
The final model, Figure 3-8, presented in this chapter is the class model. The class 
model was developed by pulling out the unique classes from the use case and sequence 
models. These were then placed in a static relationship to one another. Of note in Figure 
3-8 is that approval sources have been rolled into one class called “Approval Source.” In 
an actual software implementation, the different approval sources would be distinguished 
by various parameters. Finally, attributes and methods are not shown for the individual 
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Figure 3- 6: Case Model of Current SWO Detailing System
C. ANALYSIS 
1. Criteria 
As stated previously, the detailing system is actually a sub-system of the career 
management system. It is in light of the criteria developed for career management 
systems in Chapter II, that the SWO detailing system is examined. In addition, further 
criteria pertaining specifically to detailing systems are required.  
The basic process of detailing revolves around three objectives (Panchura, 1979, 
p. 23): 
1. Meet the needs of the Navy   
2. Enhance the professional development of the officer 
3. Satisfy personal desires 
The Navy calls these three objectives “The Detailing Triad.” Panchura’s study 
points out that Personal Desires ranks highest for SWOs in determining satisfaction with 
the detailing process while Needs of the Navy ranks lowest (Panchura, 1979). 
Interestingly enough, detailer policy emphasizes personal preferences (Dombrowsky, 
1991, p. 56). However, a Navy study reveals that officer faith in detailers deteriorates 
soon after an individual’s first tour partly due to the perception that their personal needs 
are not primary considerations (Morrison, 1992). This seems to indicate that one of the 
evaluation criteria for a detailing system is whether perceived assignment policies are 
consistent with assignment practices. In general, it appears that SWO detailers have a 
clear understanding of detailing policies and attempt to communicate those policies 
clearly.9 Furthermore, detailers see their role as more than just billet brokers. Some 
detailers also perceive themselves as career counselors.10 The role of career counselor is 
implicit in the Detailing Triad, specifically, with enhancing the professional development 
of the officer. 
The problem is that the professional development of an officer includes rank, 
previous performance, and perceived potential. These factors are also an intimate part of 
the promotion subsystem of the Navy’s career management system. This implies that, for 
                                                 
9 This is based on an analysis of responses received to the questionnaire (Appendix B) sent as part of 
this thesis as well as interaction with detailers by the author over the last three years. 
10 Ibid. 
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the detailing system to be truly effective, those involved in the detailing process must 
have access to the same tools and data sets as those involved in the promotion process. 
Otherwise, a detailer would have no place from which to begin giving career advice of 
value. 
Thus, in order to meet the requirements of the second leg of the detailing triad, a 
detailing system must meet the following criteria11: 
1. Allow a Detailer to provide his customer sound and timely career advice by 
referencing:  
a. His customer’s promotion history   
b. His customer’s performance history 
2. His customer’s prior billet history 
3. Allow a Detailer to match a customer to those billets that will most enhance the 
customer’s professional development.   
The final leg of the triad, “Meet the Needs of the Navy,” is the most difficult to 
satisfy. As one detailer stated (Lopez, 2001): 
…the problem is [that] we need more People or fewer 
commands.  For instance 4 percent unemployment in the 
civilian world is considered perfect because that accounts 
for the people who are transitioning between jobs.  If we 
had that kind of excess, then we would never have to worry 
about gaps and PRD extensions. It would give people fewer 
choices sometimes, but on the flip side, would have good 
effects at each command where everyone is always dealing 
with some shortage right now.  Of course, even right now 
we have some billets that 10 people want, some billets that 
work out perfectly one for one and some that nobody 
wants...so the balance can be tough. 
This particular leg of the triad, while seemingly straightforward, is responsible for 
complicating the rest of the triad. In the current system, where the number of billets the 
Navy needs filled outnumbers those billets that SWOs see as desirable, attempting to 
satisfy the personal desires of individual SWOs and meet the needs of the Navy is an 
emotionally charged task. Furthermore, trying to satisfy the needs of the Navy sets up an 
inherent conflict of interest for the detailer in trying to satisfy the second leg of the triad 
                                                 
11 The “Customer” referred to throughout this chapter and the next is the SWO being detailed. The 
term, customer, is used in such a manner by some detailers. In addition, it prevents the awkwardness of 
using a non-existent term, such as “detailee.” 
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(“Enhance the Professional Development of the Officer”) because of the competing 
responsibility to ensure that critical billets are filled.12 
Some criteria must exist for a detailing system to meet the final leg of the 
detailing triad. At the very least, an objective tool or method is needed to allow the 
detailer to evaluate the needs of the Navy and make the fairest compromise between the 
individual and the Navy. While this tool or method may be mathematical in nature (and, 
therefore, encapsulated in an automated system), detailers will still be responsible for 
navigating the complex individual psychologies and motivations of their customers.  
Thus, in order to combat a customer’s perception of a lack of personal concern on the 
detailer’s part, the method and/or tool used for this compromise must be transparent to 
the customer. That is, the customer must be satisfied that the detailer has made the best 
effort possible on his behalf without compromising the quality and integrity of the overall 
Navy.13  
A summary of the criteria needed to evaluate detailing systems within the context 
of the career management system they are a part of follows in Table 3-1. 
No reference is made regarding whether IT tools should or can be used to meet 
the stated criteria. The use of an IT solution is not appropriate in every case (Darken, 
2001). An analysis of the current SWO system supports this statement. Before 
continuing, it should be re-iterated that the criteria displayed in Table 3-1 are developed 
in context of the career management system criteria developed in the previous chapter. A 
detailing system must not only satisfy the criteria in Table 3-1 but the criteria developed 
for career management systems. For ease of reference, Table 3-2 reproduces those 
criteria. 
 
                                                 
12 It might appear that a solution would be to remove the human from the loop and go to a totally 
automated system. However, we are decades away from being able to trust software to fulfill all three legs 
of the detailing triad in a fair manner. 
13 This is not to imply that the customer may have full access to the tool. However, at a minimum, the 
customer must have full access to the methodology and criteria employed by the tool. 
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Evaluation Criteria for Detailing Systems 
 
1. Satisfy Personal Desires of the Customer 
a. Are assignment policies consistent with assignment practices? 
b. Are assignment policies understood by both the customer and the 
detailer? 
c. Are the personal desires of the customer being met consistently? 
 
2. Enhance the Professional Development of the Officer 
a. Does the detailer have access to a customer’s promotion history? 
b. Does the detailer have access to a customer’s performance 
history? 
c. Does the detailer have access to a customer’s prior billet history?
d. Does the detailer have access to the reasons and methodologies of 
the promotion boards associated with the customer? 
e. Are billet assignments being made that truly enhance a 
customer’s professional development (this requires the detailer to 
access statistical analysis that show correlations between such 
things as: customer satisfaction v. assignment, customer 
promotion v. billet served in, etc.)? 
f. Are customers satisfied with the career guidance detailers are 
giving them? 
 
3. Meet the Needs of the Navy 
a. Is there an objective tool or method that allows the detailer to 
evaluate the needs of the Navy and make the fairest compromise 
between the individual and the Navy? 
b. Is this tool/method useable? 
c. Is this tool/method used? 
d. Is this tool/method obvious to and understood by the customer? 
e. Are the needs of the Navy being met? 
f. Are individual Commands receiving the personnel they need 
when they need them? 
 
4. Is the system capable of growth and change? 
 
Table 3- 1: Evaluation Criteria for Detailing Systems 
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1. Meet national legal requirements for officers 
2. Attract and develop officers who, from the perspective of the
nation, have adequate ability and experience 
3. Foster careers that provide satisfaction and opportunity in
exchange for commitment 
4. Possess sufficient flexibility to adapt to changes in the size and
composition of the officer corps 
5. Take into account the increasing specialization of its members
and the uniqueness of each of its member’s career path.  
6. Ensure training opportunities for jointness exist (though not
necessarily hardwired into the system). 
Table 3- 2: Evaluation Criteria for Career Management Systems 
 
2. Use Case model 
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 presented views of the use case model for the current SWO 
detailing system. As stated previously, the view presented by Figure 3-3 shows that, in 
order to match up a SWO to a Command, no less than four human intermediaries must 
act in some form or other. While Figure 3-4 does not reduce the number of actors in the 
system, it does reveal that there is (at a high level) a similarity of functions. In fact, 
Figure 3-4 reduces eleven use cases to five. Figure 3-4 also seems to imply that the role 
of the placement officer is redundant with that of the detailer.  This may be true, in a 
sense, but it ignores the workloads and focuses of the detailer versus the placement 
officer. In general, while Figure 3-4 does provide a good sense of common functions, 
Figure 3-3 presents a more accurate model of the current system. 
This model does not, by itself, explicitly address any criteria. Implicitly, though, 
the model shows that the system is currently weighted in favor of the Navy rather than 
the individual. The addition of a Sea and Shore Coordinator adds one more level of check 
to ensure that the Needs of the Navy are being met by insuring that critical billets are not 
overlooked. Another consequence of having a coordinator is that the individual SWO 
may be detailed to a job more attuned to his skills rather than being thrown into a hot fill 
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billet14 solely due to timing. Nevertheless, it is important to ask whether the most 
appropriate method here is to add another layer of complexity and control or to look at 
restructuring the detailer/placement officer relationship. 
 
3. Sequence Models 
Figures 3-6 and 3-7 present consolidated Sequence models of the current SWO 
detailing system. Just like the use case models, the sequence models reveal a great deal of 
commonality in functional calls. It also reveals that the three classes who make the most 
functional calls are the Detailer, Placement Officer and SWO classes (in that order). The 
classes that ANSWER the most calls are the Database, Orders and SWO classes (in that 
order). The SWO class is in the top three of both lists implying its centrality to the 
process. A number of classes answer no calls (Approval authorities, coordinators and 
placement officers), which implies that they may be merely users of the system rather 
than true classes. 
The sequence models are able to address some criteria questions with certain 
qualification. The sequence model does shows, especially for first division officer tours, 
that a serious attempt is made to meet the personal desires of the customer. This is also 
shown by the existence of the Duty Preference Card class that allows both the detailer 
and the customer to deal with the customer’s personal preferences. Also, the fact that it is 
possible to develop a standardized model indicates that assignment policies are consistent 
with assignment practices. The model does not answer the question as to whether or not 
assignment policies are understood by both the customer and the detailer. 
 Of considerable importance, the model implies the existence of an objective 
method for allowing the detailer to evaluate the needs of the Navy while making a fair 
compromise between the individual and the Navy. The entire process of review and 
approval seems geared towards this. In addition, the sea and shore coordinators provide 
another check and balance in the system.  
Finally, the model implies that commands are capable of being selective of the 
people they receive. However, this may be deceiving. The current Navy’s lack of 
                                                 
14 A critical billet which is currently vacant or soon to be vacant. 
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manpower and abundance of billets often means that a Command is satisfied simply to 
have a billet filled. 
 
4. Class Model 
The class model presented in Figure 3-8 once again shows the central positions of 
the SWO and Orders objects. In addition, it shows that Detailers, Placement Officers, 
Approval Authorities, Costing and Accession Sources are better defined as users and 
facilitators of the system than classes to be acted upon. This is in contrast to the Billet, 
Duty Preference Card, Database and Orders classes, which are all acted upon but do not 
act upon anything else. For future system development, this distinction implies that 
certain classes may exist entirely in cyberspace (as a database, for example) while others 
may have no other IT component than profile storages to appropriately log on to a 
system. As it stands now, all the classes listed exist both in the IT world and the physical 
ink-and-paper world. 
The class model explicitly addresses those criteria related to information to which 
detailers have access. The OASIS database, while antiquated by detailers’ own 
admissions, does give detailers access to a SWO’s promotion, performance and billet 
histories. However, detailers are not privy to any kind of statistical tools or explanations 
as to what the board saw in an officer that made them vote for his promotion. 
5. User Interfaces 
The greatest and most carefully engineered system will fail if the details of the 
user interface(s) are ignored. The current SWO detailing system is not completely 
automated and may never be completely automated. An examination of current interfaces 
seems to imply that complete automation of the detailing system is not only undesirable 
but also detrimental to its proper functioning. 
The current detailing system uses a variety of interfaces. These interfaces range 
from more modern (web access to Duty Preference Cards) to more traditional (face-to-
face visits between detailers and their constituents) interfaces. 
First, and most obvious, is the interaction between an individual SWO and a 
Detailer. When negotiating orders, the SWO and Detailer may communicate through a 
variety of methods to include e-mail, website transactions, telephone calls and personal 
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visits. While detailers are often busy and unavailable, PERSCOM interface technology 
makes it unlikely that a SWO would be unable to get in touch with his or her detailer. 
While a detailer’s constituents can communicate freely with their detailers, they rarely 
have access to the same data that the detailer has on available billets. However, having 
access to that data would be of limited value to the constituent because the availability of 
a billet and its apparent match to a constituent’s rotation dates does not imply that the 
command, via the placement officer, finds that individual a good fit. 
Current and prior detailers have told the author that, historically, communication 
between detailers and placement officers occurs less than frequently needed. While 
unsubstantiated, this may be one of the reasons why PERS-412 developed the positions 
of Sea and Shore Coordinators. 
Unless extraordinary circumstances exist, interface between placement officers 
and individual SWOs as well as Commands and individual SWOs occur only after the 
detailer has completed his slating process. In many cases, they do not occur at all. 
However, interaction between a SWO and a Command quickly intensifies after an 
official slate is posted. Issues that may arise that directly affect the detailing process 
include reporting to a command earlier than ordered and what schools/training en route to 
the Command would be desirable.  
In all cases, the Command must communicate its wishes to the Placement Officer, 
who is ultimately responsible for an individual SWO’s en route training plan. The 
Command and Placement Officer use experience and documents to determine what a 
reporting SWO needs in the way of formal training. This is an area that might benefit 
from Decision Support Tools that better tie schools, report dates, training start dates, 
travel times, personal strengths, etc. 
 
6. Unaddressed Criteria and Criteria Summary 
The models developed do not explicitly address all the criteria developed earlier 
in this chapter. Part of the reason for this is that answers to some of the criteria questions 
require access to statistical analysis that is not implemented in the current detailing 
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system.15 The models answer a variety of questions, though. Table 3-3 is a summary of 
these answers. In addition, where other sources provide an answer, they are integrated 
into Table 3-3.  
 
D. CONCLUSION 
The current detailing system, in the context of the current career management 
system, is not broken but there are deficiencies in the system. However, they appear to be 
deficiencies in the tools available to detailers. Beneficial tool upgrades include modern 
replacements for the OASIS database system as well as analytical tools to help detailers 
meet the criteria of the different legs of the detailing triad.  
However, if one considers the future CMS developed in Chapter II, it appears 
obvious that the current detailing system is ill prepared to meet future criteria. As shown 
by all the models, the current detailing system relies on a Surface Officer Community of 
non-specialists. Its structure is designed to allow detailers and community managers to 
address the needs of a Navy where any SWO can go to any platform, which may not be 
the case in the future. Whatever the case, it is obvious that the current detailing system 
would benefit from, at the very least, an update of its database systems, access interfaces 
with other parts of the Career Management System and the ability for detailers to 
effectively mine historical data for counseling and detailing purposes. 
Chapter IV develops a model of a future SWO detailing system using the criteria 
developed in this chapter and the proposed CMS developed in Chapter II. Every attempt 
is made to consider the current SWO detailing system in order to make the future 
detailing system relevant even in today’s CMS environment. 
                                                 
15 This is not to say that they are not available to COMNAVPERS. As can be imagined, a host of 
surveys and statistical analyses exist about personnel retention, customer satisfaction and promotions. 
However, the production and use of this data is not an integral part of the detailing. 
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1. Are assignment policies consistent with 
assignment practices? 
Yes In addition to what the model shows, there are legal and public 
policies that dictate officer assignment. 
2. Are assignment policies understood by both the 
customer and the detailer? 
No The model does not address this criterion. I have relied on personal 
experience. It seems that this lack of understanding is primarily on 
the part of the SWO customer. 
3. Are the personal desires of the customer being 
met consistently? 
Unknown While the model does not address this question, Panchura does so in 
his study that seems to indicate a greater than 50% level of 
satisfaction by SWOs with the detailing process. It must be noted, 
however, that Panchura’s study was done in 1979 and later studies, 
such as Wilcove’s and Morrison’s, seem to indicate a growing 
dissatisfaction with the detailing process 
4. Does the detailer have access to a customer’s 
promotion history? 
Yes This is included in the OASIS database. It is now possible for an 
individual SWO to see this history (as well as other personal data) 
online. 
5. Does the detailer have access to a customer’s 
performance history? 
Yes (See comment for question 4) 
6. Does the detailer have access to a customer’s 
prior billet history? 
Yes (See comment for question 4) 
7. Does the detailer have access to the reasons and 
methodologies of the promotion boards associated 
with the customer? 
No  
8. Are billet assignments being made that truly 
enhance a customer’s professional development? 
Unknown The models seem to indicate that there is an effort to do so but no 
tools are built into the system to allow detailers to ascertain this 
information 
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9. Are customers satisfied with the career 
guidance detailers are giving them? 
No This is not answered by the models but by personal experience and 
studies such as Wilcove and Morrison’s. 
10. Is there an objective tool or method that 
allows the detailer to evaluate the needs of the 
Navy and make the fairest compromise between 
the individual and the Navy? 
Yes The sea and shore coordinator is part of this process 
11. Is this tool/method useable? Yes  
12. Is this tool/method used? Unknown It is a new part of the system 
13. Is this tool/method obvious and 
understandable by the customer? 
No Currently, not even some of the detailers can tell me how the 
coordinators are supposed to function.  
14. Are the needs of the Navy being met? Unknown On one level, the answer is clearly “No” as billets go unfilled. 
15. Are individual Commands receiving the 
personnel they need when they need them? 
No See comment for question 14.  
16. Is the system capable of growth and change? Yes A clear example of this is the restructuring of PERS-412. However, 
at the same time, COMNAVPERS continues to rely on antiquated 
database technology, which does and will continue to limit their 
capacity for growth and change. 
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This chapter develops a model of a future SWO detailing system in the context of 
the future Career Management System developed in Chapter II. The model also attempts 
to meet the criteria for detailing systems developed in Chapter III. Chapter V states 
conclusions and recommendations. 
 
B. TECHNOLOGY 
A future detailing system does not have to be based solely on a computer platform 
or the Internet. Telephone calls, direct human-to-human interaction and even pencil-and-
pen are sometimes the best applications of technology. Technology, after all, 
encompasses more than the machines that simplify lives. Technology also encompasses 
the methods and objects (animal, plant, mineral or metal) that humans use to interact with 
their environment.16 
Support systems are candidates for automation when doing so significantly 
shortens the decision-making cycle AND consistently produces valid results. In the case 
of any system, however, McCormick writes (pp. 731-734) that additional consideration 
must be given to: 
1. Whether or not some function needs to be allocated to a human or 
machine because of safety, legal, labor or environmental constraints 
2. Whether a human or machine is better at accomplishing the task 
3. The cost of implementing an automated system versus a human 
4. Whether a human’s emotional requirements (such as security, control and 
challenge) are being met 
5. Whether a human’s cognitive requirements (knowledge of system models 
and states) are being met 
                                                 
16 The study of how we interact with the technical world around us is called Human Factors (in the 
United States). Its focus is an enhancement of effectiveness, efficiency and desired human values (Sanders, 
1993).   
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While the model developed in this thesis is more abstract than required to truly apply the 
above criteria, they are still important considerations to keep in mind. 
 
C. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS 
As shown in Chapter II, it is difficult to deduce what the future requirements of 
the Navy will be (much less the Surface Warfare Officer Community). However, it is 
necessary to try and project forward. In that light, it was necessary to make several 
assumptions about the future SWO community. These assumptions are presented in Table 
4-1. Although based on current information, these are the author’s assumptions. The 
footnotes for Table 4-1 indicate the source of the assumption, if any. 
 
1. The future SWO will operate in an increasingly joint environment (Joint Chiefs, 2000). 
2. Sea service will continue to be the primary method of determining promotability and 
viability (Lopez, 2001).  
3. A formal method of evaluation will continue to be used.17 
4. Career progression will continue to be hierarchical at least up to the O-4 level.18 
5. Deployments will not shorten in length considerably from their current length of six 
months (Committee Future Naval Forces, 1997). 
6. Gapping billets at the department head level and above will continue to remain 
unacceptable. 
7. The number of sea-going platforms will decrease over the next fifteen years.19 
8. The needs of the Navy will never completely match the needs of the individual and, 
where a conflict exists, the Navy will usually prevail. 
Table 4- 1: Assumptions Concerning Future Surface Warfare 
 
                                                 
17 Legal, as well as traditional, requirements shape promotion criteria. In my opinion, it is unlikely 
that, in this nation, a formal method of evaluation for promotion of military officers will cease to exist. 
18 See Chapter II 
19 The size of the Navy has decreased thirty-one percent since 1992. The current Quadrennial Defense 
Review calls for a reduction in U.S. Navy surface combatants to 116 by FY 2003. 
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In addition, it is assumed that the future SWO Career Management System will be 
the Managing Skills/Career Selection Combination derived in Chapter II. A summary of 
that model is presented in Table 4-2. 
  
Managing Skills/Career Selection Combination 
Major Focus A 3-phased system of five to six years each.  
Phase 1 focuses on generalist SWO training (apprenticeship). 
Phase 2 focuses on specialist training to include joint 
professional military education (journeymanship).  
Phase 3 focuses on concentration in specialty area or command 
track focus (mastership) 
Structure Positions integrated into the organization. Joint assignments are 
a standard part of phase 2 (and phase 3, depending on specialty) 
Identification Phase 1: Officer population at large 
Phase 2: Officer population at large 
Phase 3: Those Highly desired in Functional Areas (to include 
Command Track) 
Assignment Phase 1: Standard Sequence of Assignments 
Phase 2: Standard Sequence of Assignments by functional area 
Phase 3: Needs of the Service 
Table 4- 2: Managing Skills/Career Selection Combination Career Management System Summary 
 
The model summarized in Table 4-2 has the benefit of satisfying individual 
desires and making best use of an individual’s skills while, at the same time, allowing the 
community to identify and keep only those who are needed for service. The ultimate 
objective of any detailing system or Career Management System is to meet the manning 
requirements of an organization by attracting and developing quality personnel (Thie, 
1994, pp. 141-143) rather than being merely a way to ensure that everyone has a job. 
In all likelihood, however, the system described in Table 4-2 will not come to 
fruition within the next fifteen or twenty years. The inertia inherent to large organizations 
makes it likely that the current system will remain in place for the next generation of 
Surface Warfare Officers. The challenge, then, is to develop a detailing system with the 
capability to grow into, and with, a future vision rather than hamper it.  
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D. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
An ideal system would unquestionably meet all the criteria developed in Chapter 
III. In the broad sense, this means satisfying the three legs of the detailing triad: 
1. Satisfy the personal desires of the customer (where the customer is the SWO being 
detailed) 
2. Enhance the professional development of the customer 
3. Meet the needs of the Navy 
The current SWO system demands that individuals get generalized experience. 
However, all men and women have certain emotional, ethical and motivational anchors 
that can result in better job performance, greater job satisfaction and higher retention 
(Schein, 1996). The U.S. military model is not the only model available nor is it 
necessarily the best model. A possible alternative is to segregate command and 
engineering tracks. Other possible alternatives include modifying the up-or-out 
philosophy to allow subject-matter experts to stay where they most enjoy their jobs and 
best serve the Navy. In all cases, fitting the best person to the job will involve changing 
the purely hierarchical nature of the SWO community and flattening it into a more 
network-like structure.  
Phase 1 of the future detailing system will be similar to the current system in that 
generalist experience will be required by all SWOs. For the system, this means the 
necessity to ensure that each SWO receives equal access to job experiences at his 
appropriate level. 
Equal access can be accomplished through transparency20 and a method of formal 
identification and classification of billet types (this identification is currently done 
through such documents as the SMD (Ship’s Manpower Document)). In addition, a 
mechanism must exist that ensures that the nation does not suffer due to an individual’s 
propensity for picking only what’s best for him. In effect, such a mechanism also satisfies 
the requirement that the needs of the Navy should be met – at least as far as those needs 
are correctly identified in the manpower system.  
                                                 
20 The SWO customer has access to most, if not all, the same information as the detailer. 
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Training, too, is a significant part of detailing at all phases. The current system 
uses standardized training requirements as well as command input in determining the 
appropriate training track for reporting individuals. This is an appropriate way of doing 
business as it ensures uniformity of skill but allows for flexibility due to particular job 
requirements. The current system handles less efficiently formalized training such as 
graduate programs and experience tours (time spent with civilian companies). A great 
part of the reason for this is that, typically, there are more critical billets to fill than 
personnel available.  
Without doubt, this is also one of the primary reasons for the lack of joint training 
or billets at the junior officer level. The result is that most SWOs are unable to put fresh 
skills to use while they are still fresh. Training should be relevant in more than just an en 
route training track. However, sometimes the needs of the Navy must outweigh the 
training requirements. Thus, the ideal detailing system should be biased towards making 
use of often expensive, formalized training soon after such training is completed but 
allow for identification of critical needs that supersede training follow-on requirements. 
In addition, ensuring that the Navy encourages and retains quality personnel at 
appropriate levels means that the ideal system should have some output or object that 
includes enough detail about the person. One of the most important functions of the ideal 
detailing system is that it act as a career-counseling tool. While the human dimension in 
this part of the system cannot be under-emphasized, decision support tools can simplify 
and provide increased accuracy in career counseling by providing statistical, predictive 
information. These tools may provide better matches between abilities, interests and the 
needs of the navy as well. 
Issues of transparency are easier to solve. One solution is to require that a non-
editable view of the database of available jobs be made available to individual SWOs. 
Access to such a view would help address issues of trust between detailers and SWOs. 
However, along with transparency must come training for both SWOs and PERSCOM 
personnel. Inevitably, conflicts will arise when SWOs want a particular job and the 
detailer cannot accommodate him for whatever reason.  
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Finally, User Interfaces must be appropriate and designed to fit the human not the 
system. Therefore, they should be considered and designed first. 
 
E. INTERFACES 
The detailing system has two interface levels. The first exists at a system-to-
system level. The second exists at the actor level.  
 
1. System-to-system Interfaces 
Both the current and future detailing systems must interface with a variety of 
other subsystems in the larger Career Management System. It is important, at a high 
level, to identify the methods and information the detailing system will use to interface 
with other CMS sub-systems. As stated previously, a general CMS is composed of four 
major functions: Accession, Promotion, Development and Transition (Thie, 1994). In the 
Navy, these functions are linked together by four systems: Detailing, Political, Training 
and Promotion. Figure 4-1 is a graphic model of CMS functions and interfaces. What is 
important to note from this figure is that every system touches upon every function. By 
extension, every system must be able to access the data, in some form or other, in the 
other systems. 
 
a. Detailing System to Training System Interface 
The detailing system needs to query the Training system in order to find 
the availability of training and information on that training. In an object-oriented 
approach, the training system encapsulates all training functions to include changes in 
training requirements.  
It is necessary, though, for all systems to provide feedback to the training 
system. Therefore, the standard interface between the detailing and training systems 











Figure 4- 1: SWO CMS Functional Areas and Sub-system Interfaces 
 
This interface is a perfect candidate for using a network computer 
interface. The encapsulated and relatively straightforward nature of the transactions that 
will occur between the two systems calls for a common training database for quick 
retrieval and storage of training data. The feedback portion of the interface can be 
instantiated via e-mail or a more complex computer interface. However, the ability to 
provide verbal responses to feedback should be built in. The feedback function, then, 
requires no new technology, as e-mail and the telephone would suffice. 
 
b. Detailing System to Promotion System 
As stated previously, the detailing system is indirectly but intimately 
married to the promotion system. The commonality between them is that they both 
require access to the SWO class in order to function properly. For this reason, the SWO 
object must encapsulate the methods needed by both the detailing and promotion systems 
to access it. That is, the SWO class provides the interface. In the current model, this 
means that the detailing system provides the interface. It may be more accurate, in future 
models, though, to place the SWO class within the greater Career Management System 
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because, in fact, the individual SWO is the central object and focus of the entirety of the 
system. The SWO is central to the definition of the Career Management System. 
Because of the wealth of data and the prospect of its complex manipulation exists, 
the interface between the promotion system and the detailing system can be completely 
automated. Should the system ever go to extensive spot promotions or a rank-in-job 
versus rank-in-career system, it will be necessary for the detailing system to update this 
information. The detailing system will have to send the update request to the promotion 
system that then accesses the protected method in the SWO class that allows for an 
update of information. Most of the time, this may be done automatically for rank-in-job 
rank changes. This may not be the case for spot promotions.  
 
c. Detailing System to Political System/Promotion System  
The complexities of the political and social environments that drive the 
Navy’s CMS are beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the 
political environment will determine the detailing system’s immediate shape. It is 
assumed that the detailing system’s interface with the political system will be mainly a 
one-way provision of information to political leaders. More often than not, changes to the 
detailing system by the political system will happen first at policy levels and then 
progress to the system level. To serve the political system’s need for information, 
political leaders and their staffs can use the same tools that provide detailers internal data. 
As far as the promotion system, as discussed in Chapter III, detailers 
should have access to statistical/historical data from the promotion system. In an ideal 
world, this data is inputted in the promotion system database, extracted by the user who 
needs the data and formatted appropriately. While such a system is possible, it is more 
likely that data will have to be manually extracted from the promotion system as needed 





2. Inter-system Interfaces 
 
a. SWO 
In the model of the current SWO Detailing System, the SWO class 
interacts directly with or is acted upon by every other class with the exception of costing 
and the database. In addition, the Placement Officer and Command classes act indirectly 
upon the SWO class during the detailing process. 
However, the SWO class truly has the capacity to influence only the Duty 
Preference Card Object. This will likely remain true in our future system. In order to 
meet the goals of our future system as stated in this chapter, the SWO class does not need 
any greater capacity of influence. The future SWO will need a greater level of 
information in making decisions, though. 
During Phase 1 of his future career, a SWO will lock-step with all other 
SWOs. As in the current system, job performance will count infinitely more than billet 
type. While job performance will still be a major factor during Phase 2, billet type starts 
becoming important also because this is the phase when a SWO begins to specialize 
(track). In the current system, billet type starts playing a similarly important role when a 
SWO becomes a Department Head. Currently, the desire is to ensure generalization. A 
future system, though, will want to ensure specialization. In Phase 3, where officers will 
be serving in their specialties, billet type plays as much importance as job performance. 
At this point, individuals become vested in the system and no longer worry as much 
about fitness reports as job satisfaction. 
The easiest solution is to make a more transparent system. This can be 
accomplished by allowing SWOs access to the same billet database that detailers and 
placement officers access. This in no way obligates detailers to give a SWO a particular 
billet. It does, however, promote the ability of a SWO to plan and state preferences 
accurately. 
  Regarding SWO interaction with the duty preference object, the current 
system has moved in the right direction by making it a networked application available 
for immediate update via the Internet. This interface, however, is crude. A future 
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interface would proceed more intuitively, possibly making use of an Intelligent Software 
Agent to help a SWO make selections. This Agent could be programmed to analyze a 
SWO’s past record and preferences to suggest possible future assignments from the 
available billets list. As billets are entered or deleted from the available billet database, 
the agent could contact the SWO and/or the Detailer to remind them to update their 
preference card.  
It is important to note that a possible new actor has been added to the 
system in the form of the Intelligent Software Agent. While, admittedly, the current state 
of technology makes Software Agents ”future” technology, the precursors to these 
Artificial Intelligences exist already in the concepts of Wizards and Schedulers.21 
Of course, a SWO also interacts with his Detailer. In the current system, 
this can be a useful process or merely a formality depending on the SWO and/or the 
Detailer. The future user interface between SWO and Detailer will not change 
significantly. A SWO will still want the ability to talk personally with a detailer. Current 
systems suffice as UIs to include: e-mail, 800 numbers and face-to-face visits. If the 
future system is to serve as a career counseling system, though, detailers will need to 
understand that career counseling involves both a mixture of advocacy for the individual 
and advocacy for the system. That is, a detailer should want to do everything in his power 
to ensure that a SWO is successful, but they must be willing to do what is necessary to 
ensure that the system remains viable and stable. This is a fine line that requires not only 
“people skills” but also the ability to discern the needs of the Navy. The “people skills” 
can be learned through training and practice. The ability to discern the needs of the Navy 
can be helped along by decision support tools that provide up-to-date analysis of billet 
gaps, preferences, over-fills and tendencies among other issues. The make up of such a 
tool is subject for further research 
. 
b. Detailer, Placement Officer, Coordinator and Command 
The UI between a Detailer and a SWO has already been discussed. In the 
current system, the detailer has direct relations with the Placement Officer and Orders. 
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21 The level of technological sophistication is enough that the ideas about the duty preference card could 
be implemented for today’s system. 
Currently, the detailer interfaces with the placement office officially 
through an internal database system. Even in a future system, such a way of interfacing is 
not likely to change as it provides the best opportunity for standardization and rapidity. 
What will likely change is the complexity of the database interface. 
Probably more important than the detailer-placement officer UI is the 
question of whether a placement officer will be necessary for a future system. The 
placement officer is currently responsible for ship’s advocacy and building an incoming 
officer’s training track. As one detailer informed the author, re-designing the system 
without understanding why the current system has grown as it has would be irresponsible 
(Lopez, 2001). While, in the future, it seems possible that building training tracks could 
become a completely automated function, it seems that the placement officer has a role to 
play in a future system even if merely as a sanity check on detailer activities. One 
possible future scenario might be a detailer/placement officer role where the placement 
officer acts as a talent recruiter for the commands he represents and the detailer acts as a 
talent agent for the SWOs he represents. However, given the desired CMS presented in 
this chapter, that does not seem the best course. 
 The placement officer’s role will increase in the next-generation system 
as the advocacy role of the detailer increases (as he becomes more and more of a career 
counselor). In the next generation system, the placement officer will be the Navy’s 
advocate ensuring that Commands are properly manned. In a three-phase system geared 
towards the desires of the individual SWO, the function of Command advocate cannot be 
understated. 
This, in turn, means that the interface between Commands and their 
Placement Officer must be as robust as the interface between SWOs and their Detailers. 
Just as SWOs should have access to available billets, Commands should have access to 
available SWOs and, especially, their specializations. Therefore, in addition to the 
traditional interfaces of phone, e-mail and message traffic, a network interface should 
exist between Command and Placement Officer. This interface should offer Commands 
the ability to peruse available SWOs and some form of software capability to select and 
match SWO skills and transfer dates to their needs. Ultimately, of course, the detailing 
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system in the form of Detailer/Placement Officer interaction, will make personnel 
assignments. In addition, the interface should be such that Commands can submit 
LORTARP-like22 documents. The system would automatically process such documents 
and present the Placement Officer with relevant data. In fact, it can be argued that the 
LORTARP program could do most updates automatically with user intervention required 
only for quality control of information. 
The final implication of the new interfaces is that the sea or shore 
coordinator’s function as an aggregator of information can be eliminated as such 
information is pushed by Intelligent Agents and the database to the detailers and 
placement officers.   
 
c. Orders, Billet, Preference Card 
The Orders, Billet and Preference Card objects are not human actors in our 
system. Nevertheless, in an object-oriented world, they are entities possessing both 
attributes and methods. The discussion on interfaces, so far, has pointed towards a 
structure where different actors are presented different views of the system and allowed 
to perform different functions. It translates well into a relational database where are 
classes become the basis for the table structure.23 This would mean that the interfaces for 
orders, billets and preference card become individualized views themselves that can be 
completely computer based. Admittedly, the orders class will, at some point or other, be 
encapsulated in paper form. However, the paper form of the Orders class is actually just 
an Instance View. That is, it shows the Orders class in one particular state. The 
information remains encapsulated. 
 
                                                 
22 The current way Commands inform Placement Officers of officer manning status and requirements 
is through a formal message format called a LORTARP. 
23 A pure Object-Oriented database would be technically better. However, such databases are not 
common in the market place and consideration must be given to long-term support and maintenance of 
whatever database type is used to implement a future SWO detailing system. 
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d. Costing 
The Costing division will interface with the detailing system only at the 
Orders level. Again, a network computer interface is appropriate here in order to expedite 
the process and lower gross error. 
 
e. Approval Authorities 
Approval Authorities will interface with the system in the same way as all 
other actors. However, it would be of great benefit if the system were to push to Approval 
Authorities action items and then present to that authority a specific view allowing them 
to make their approval decisions with as much or as little information as they deem 
necessary. 
 
f. Interface Observations 
Not surprisingly, the in-system interfaces are simply different views of the 
same underlying resource. That is, the actors are all accessing a common database. 
However, the database interfaces and views available are different and based on the 
actor’s role in the system. Of course, this has implications for the entire Career 
Management System. The other subsystems of the CMS also require access to some of 
the same classes, especially the SWO class. Thus, the SWO class can become the kernel 
for a CMS network database. 
 
F. SYSTEM SEQUENCES 
1. Phase 1 Sequencing 
Phase 1 sequencing is a generalized process for all SWOs. Figure 4-2 presents a 
nominal timeline for SWO Phase 1 progression. The focus here is to allow SWOs to:  
a. Gain experience in the variety of missions in which the Surface Navy is involved  
b. Gain initial qualification 
c. Acclimatize to the community 
d. Make decisions regarding career goals and community 
Phase 1 would last approximately five years. At that point, the CMS system would seek 
to do one of three things:  
a. Terminate the commissions of those SWOs found unsatisfactory  
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b. Transfer to the inactive reserve or active reserve those SWOs who desired to leave 
the Navy24  










Qualification  Tour/Period (First 6 months)
Figure 4- 2: Phase 1 SWO Progression25 
 
For the detailing system, this means that a traditional approach can be taken– with 
one caveat. The current system is designed to detail SWOs to billet and not billets to 
SWO. The current detailing system places, at its center, the billet. While it remains 
important to maintain stable numerical end strength, technology can be leveraged, 
beyond the detailing system, to allows SWOs to fulfill their individual potentials rather 
than trying to fit them into the same command-oriented mold. This process can start with 
the detailing system, as it remains the SWO’s central interface to the Career Management 
System. 
                                                 
24 All commissioned officers are placed into the inactive reserve upon termination of their active duty 
for a certain period. This makes good strategic sense and is extremely unlikely to change in the future. 
Inactive Reserve members do not drill. Some commissioned officers choose to go into a drilling status upon 
termination of their active duty service. 




2. Phase 2 Sequencing 
Phase 2 differs from phase 1, from a detailing perspective, primarily in the first 
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Figure 4- 3: Phase 2 SWO Progression  
 
After selection for phase 2, officers are provided with Joint Professional Military 
Education, to satisfy Congressional requirements (and for their own benefit), and the 
opportunity to earn a Masters degree and/or serve in their first joint assignment. The idea 
is that, while everyone should be required to learn about the joint environment, not 
everyone will (or should) serve in a joint billet. Joint billets will be of special interest to 
those who plan to pursue the Command Track. 
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The introduction of joint billets poses a particular problem to the detailing system 
because, in effect, the officer is leaving the confines of the Navy’s Career Management 
System.  The Detailer/Placement Officer structure makes this problem easier to deal with, 
though. The complication is who should be responsible for ensuring that the SWO, who 
is now barely plugged into the Navy CMS, is not lost. The natural place for this 
responsibility would appear to be the Placement Officer. However, in an automated 
system, this responsibility may be no more complicated than the SWO entering 
appropriate information into a container database which the Placement Officer (or, 
whoever) validates and, thus, updates the system. 
 
3. Phase 3 Sequencing 
Phase 3 differs from the other phases in that an officer has chosen his specialty 
and will remain in that specialty, most likely, for the rest of his career. Figure 4-4 is a 
timeline of SWO Phase 3 progression. The system managers will also get to pick the 
SWOs it wants to go in the Command Track. While this provides no guarantee of 
commander performance, it may provide a better predictor of command performance than 
current methodologies.  
The complication arises in that the natural tendency of dealing with this problem 
is to assign more detailers (but not necessarily placement officers as they would maintain 
responsibilities for commands and not individuals). Using the current detailer structure, 
the result would be a massive organization at least three times the size of the current (if 
one considers that we’ll need specialist detailers for, at a minimum, a Command track, an 
engineering track and a combat systems track).   
An agent/recruiter structure may provide a better solution for dealing with the 
increase of SWO specialties. Placement Officers would continue to represent a command 
in a Recruiting function while the Detailer would represent the SWO as his agent. The 



































Figure 4- 5: Future SWO Detailer Structure 
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The 413 sublevels could be combined or expanded depending on the size of the 
specialization sub-communities. This new structure would not necessarily make it more 
difficult for individuals or commands because commands would be interested in 
attracting quality personnel and individual SWOs would be interested in going to quality 
commands. The new market forces might ensure capable commands because of capable 
people. 
 
4. General Sequence Diagram 
The sequence diagram presented in Figure 4-6 can be applied to all three phases 
of the proposed CMS. The sequence can be viewed as mostly automated with humans 
placed in the loop for quality control and to deal with the complexity that automated 
portions of the system cannot handle. An argument can be made that some of the human 
intervention is extraneous. However, technology has not yet advanced to a point where an 
automated system’s output can, or even should, be accepted at face value from the time 
the technology is first brought online and made available for use. Keeping humans in the 
loop helps assure a smoother transition and hedges against a complete automated-system 
failure. 
It should be noted that two of the instantiated classes refer more to systems and 
processes outside the actual detailing system than within. The accession source and 
costing objects are actually interfaces to those systems. 
A narrative scenario of the future system used for a newly commissioned SWO would 
read as follows: 
Various Commands internally review their own 
requirements and verify pertinent information on their 
SWOs and their Billets. They submit any changes to the 
system, which alerts the Command’s Placement Officer. 
The Placement Officer reviews the Command’s proposed 
updates and, after any verification and update that he must 
do, allows the system to update the underlying objects.  
ENS Doolittle gets a commission from an accession source 
after satisfying necessary requirements and decides to enter 
the Surface Warfare Community.  
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ENS Doolittle logs into the Career Management System 
database and accesses a view of the database that shows 
him available billets based on the information the system 
has available about ENS Doolittle. 
ENS Doolittle updates his Duty Preference Card (DPC) 
online by selecting and ranking the billets he most desires. 
This action causes the DPC to trigger an alert to the 
appropriate detailer, in this case the Phase 1 Detailer, LT 
Phase One. At the same time the DPC object queries the 
Billets ENS Doolittle wants and asks them to verify that 
ENS Doolittle qualifies for them. The Billet objects do this 
by querying the SWO object (which is the system database 
representation of ENS Doolittle) to verify qualifications 
and availability. This information is then returned to the 
DPC object. 
LT One checks the updated DPC object and sees the 
system’s mechanical match rankings as compared to ENS 
Doolittle’s preferences. After whatever interfacing he does 
with ENS Doolittle, LT One slates ENS Doolittle to a 
particular billet by sending a message to the billet object. In 
this case, we’ll say that it’s the FCO Division Officer Billet 
aboard USS Neversail. 
Slating ENS Doolittle triggers an alert message from the 
FCO billet to USS Nerversail’s placement Officer, LCDR 
Gaining. LCDR Gaining contacts USS Neversail to see 
their initial take on ENS Doolittle as a match (This can be 
done through a computer interface or by more traditional 
manners). After USS Neversail approves the match, they 
submit what they believe should be ENS Doolittle’s 
training requirements, if they are different from the training 
requirements stored in the Billet object. In addition, LCDR 
Gaining instantiates a new Orders Object tied to ENS 
Doolittle and his slated billet. 
LCDR Gaining reviews, modifies and submits these 
training requirements to the Billet object (in effect, 
updating the Billet object attributes concerning training 
requirements26) that, then, builds a training track for ENS 
Doolittle. It does this by interfacing with the CMS’s 
Training sub-system to verify dates and availability. 
When the Billet Object has completed building a training 
track, it updates the Orders object. This update triggers an 
                                                 
26 In addition, this update action may trigger other messages to the Training System that might, 
eventually, result in a permanent change to a billet object’s baseline training requirements. 
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alert message from the Orders object to LCDR Gaining. He 
reviews, modifies27 and approves the orders to date. 
LCDR Gaining’s approval then triggers an alert to the 
Command who has the opportunity to approve or question 
the orders. Disapproval would trigger an alert from the 
Orders object to the placement officer who would then 
modify the orders as necessary.28  
Eventually, USS Neversail would approve the orders. 
Normally, this would trigger an alert to ENS Doolittle’s 
current Command’s Placement Officer. However, because 
ENS Doolittle is newly commissioned and currently not 
serving in any billet, the Orders Object alerts his detailer, 
LT One, instead. 
LT One reviews the orders, adds any special instructions 
and approves the orders. This causes the Orders object to 
trigger an alert to the Costing sub-system.  
The Costing sub-system updates and verifies accounting 
data in the Orders object and releases the orders. 
This official release causes the Orders object to update the 
SWO and Billet objects with the appropriate information 
and send out alerts to all actors who may have interest. 
Eventually, ENS Doolittle executes his orders. This causes 
one last round of updates and alerts from the Orders object 
before it archives itself and deletes itself from the current 
system. 
 
                                                 
27 These modifications may require LCDR Gaining to access the training sub-system. Any changes 
would trigger messages to the appropriate objects in order to update them also. 
28 No doubt, disapproval would also cause the Command to contact the Placement Officer. 
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Figure 4- 6: General Sequence Model for Future SWO Detailing System 
The Orders object exists only as long as necessary but its data is archived for 
future use and retrieval. In addition, methods must exist in the Orders object for early 
deletion (a change of orders before execution) and late modification (a change in the 
orders after costing has released them).  
It is also necessary to place various housekeeping functions in each class. 
However, that begins to get into actual implementation issues and is beyond the scope of 
this thesis. 
 
G. FUTURE SYSTEM CLASS MODEL 
As shown in the last section, the major difference in classes is that the database no 
longer has to be modeled as a separate actor because it is integral to the detailing system. 
That is, the database becomes the detailing system’s canvas.  
The class interactions themselves acquire more complexity. However, this 
complexity is mostly hidden to the human actors when they interface with the system. 
Two notes need to be made about the Future Detailing System class diagram in 
Figure 4-7. First, its intent is to show that, in the future detailing system, interfaces 
between classes are complex. However, each class contains its own interface methods. In 
effect, each class becomes a separate entity in the system and a possible actor. Second, 
the class diagram does not show “is a,” “has a,” “modifies” type relations between classes 
for the simple reason that any class can act upon any other class if they have access to 
that class’s interface methods. 
 
H. CRITERIA 
The new detailing system meets the criteria developed in the previous chapter as 
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Criteria Is the Criteria Met Notes 
1. Are assignment policies 
consistent with assignment 
practices? 
Yes The model is consistent with assignment practices in the notional CMS 
developed. 
2. Are assignment policies 
understood by both the 
customer and the detailer? 
Yes The new database/view approach makes it so that both the customer and 
the detailer can have access to the same information on policy 
3. Are the personal desires of 
the customer being met 
consistently? 
Yes The customer and detailer have greater access to available billet 
information and decision support tools allowing them to achieve better 
billet/person fits than in the current system. In addition, the three-phase 
system makes it more likely that a SWO will be in positions that most 
meet his personal desires. 
 
4. Does the detailer have 
access to a customer’s 
promotion history? 
Yes This information is stored in the central CMS database 
5. Does the detailer have 
access to a customer’s 
performance history? 
Yes (See comment for question 4) 
6. Does the detailer have 
access to a customer’s prior 
billet history? 
Yes (See comment for question 4) 
7. Does the detailer have 
access to the reasons and 
methodologies of the 
promotion boards associated 
with the customer? 
Maybe In a full implementation, this information is stored in the central CMS 
database. In early implementations, the promotion system may not feed 
directly into the CMS database. 
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Criteria Is the Criteria Met Notes 
8. Are billet assignments 
being made that truly enhance 
a customer’s professional 
development? 
Most likely Statistical and analytical tools would be a standard part of the system. 
Because these tools would have access to all available personal and billet 
data, billet assignments can be weighed to ensure proper professional 
development.  
9. Are customers satisfied 
with the career guidance 
detailers are giving them? 
Maybe The tools will be available. Policy and training of detailers in their career 
guidance role will also dictate their effectiveness, however. 
10. Is there an objective tool 
or method that allows the 
detailer to evaluate the needs 
of the Navy and make the 
fairest compromise between 
the individual and the Navy? 
Yes Statistical and analytical tools will be a standard part of the database 
interface 
11. Is this tool/method 
useable? 
Yes  
12. Is this tool/method used? Yes  
13. Is this tool/method 
obvious and understandable 
by the customer? 
Yes The customer may well have access to the same tools. 
14. Are the needs of the Navy 
being met? 
Most likely  
15. Are individual Commands 
receiving the personnel they 
need when they need them? 
Yes  
16. Is the system capable of Yes The object-oriented approach to the system’s design makes it modular 
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Criteria Is the Criteria Met Notes 
growth and change? enough to add or subtract functionality as needed at relatively low cost. 
 
Table 4- 3: Criteria Evaluation for Future SWO Detailing System
 I. CONCLUSION 
The central aspect of any future detailing system is that its foundation is a 
database shared by all sub-systems of the CMS and containing information pertaining to 
every function of a CMS. This common database presents specialized views to pertinent 
actors based on their needs and clearances. Just as important is the development of 
technology that can intelligently push and pull information to the various actors. While 
such technology is only in its infancy now, it will be present for future system 
developers. 
Chapter V makes some comparisons between the proposed future system and the 
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V. CONCLUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
A. OVERVIEW 
 The future detailing system model presented in this thesis was developed in the 
context of a much different CMS than the one currently in place. However, with a few 
exceptions, the model employs techniques and recommends technologies that have been 
available to the public for at least a decade. Consequently, many of the concepts and 
criteria developed can be applied to the current SWO detailing system.  
 
B. COMPARISON OF CURRENT AND FUTURE SYSTEMS 
Comparisons between the current and proposed SWO detailing system are 
especially relevant in the following four general areas: the Career Management System, 
the Detailing System itself, technology and people.  
 
1. Career Management Systems 
The differences between the current and proposed detailing system are greatest in 
the overall career management systems that encompass them. It would be naïve to 
assume that the future SWO CMS will look exactly as proposed in this thesis. Of greater 
importance is the idea that the future CMS will be linked more intimately through the use 
of an object-oriented or relational database whose central structure is the SWO object. 
Even in the current SWO CMS, it must be acknowledged that real and continuous 
attempts are made to try and place the individual SWO first. As an all-volunteer 
organization competing for human resources in a capitalistic society, the current CMS 
knows that its incentive processes (to include: promotions, pay, benefits and quality of 
life) must be competitive with the civilian sector. However, even as these incentives 
become more competitive, the Navy cannot loose sight of its primary mission of 
providing for the nation’s defense.  
These competing objectives mean that, despite all best efforts, the billet is often of 
greater priority than the SWO’s personal desires. Even in the future CMS proposed in 
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this thesis, that organizational tension will still exist. However, a CMS that accesses the 
same robust, object-oriented database could better manage its resources. 
Some effort in this direction already exists. This includes the OASIS database 
used by detailers and available to promotion personnel. While providing a better common 
picture, OASIS does not take full advantage of current technology. This thesis proposes 
an extension of the OASIS idea that encompasses all functional areas of the SWO CMS. 
 
2. The Detailing Systems 
The first point that must be made is that the current detailing system is not a 
disaster. The common misperception by SWOs that the detailing system is completely 
broken is born of a misunderstanding of the system’s processes. That being said, every 
process should be open to evolution and can benefit from improvements.  
The largest difference between the current and proposed detailing system is in the 
way information is pushed and pulled. The current system relies heavily on a system of 
manual checkpoints. The future system would automate and simplify checkpoint 
processing by pushing relevant information to those actors who need it without requiring 
actors to take any manual action. In addition, the future system would pull information 
from the actors either by automated database access or some kind of network prompting 
system. 
Many of the aspects of detailing are mechanical in nature. However, some aspects 
(such as career counseling) require extensive human intervention. The current system 
lacks sufficient tools to assist in these human-intensive tasks. However, both the current 
and future systems will continue to rely on modern “traditional” communication paths 
between the detailers, placement officers and their customers. The future system enriches 
these communication paths by giving all system users distributed and customized access 
to the underlying resources of the detailing system. 
 
3. Technology 
NAVPERS must be complimented for its attempts to make use of modern 
technologies and communication paths such as those available on or through the Internet. 
In addition, it is acknowledged that there are particular (and, sometimes, peculiar) 
difficulties when developing IT systems for DOD and its component branches. That 
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being said, a look at the technology employed by the current system and the proposed 
system reveals striking similarities. Both systems make use of networks, databases and 
other communication tools such as telephones and person-to-person visits. The only real 
difference in technology between the two systems is that the future system was developed 
taking an object-oriented approach. As such, where the future system places its interfaces 
and responsibilities is different from the current system. 
The point is that the future system does not make use of new and magic 
technologies, with the possible exception of Intelligent Software Agents. Object-oriented 
methodologies, relational databases and networking technologies are relatively mature 
and have been around for decades. The implication of this is that concepts developed for 
the future system may be readily applied to the current system. 
 
4. People 
More complex than any other aspect of both the current and proposed system is 
the subject of personnel. This includes organizational and individual dynamics and 
psychology. This thesis addresses only the concept of the technologies that tie together 
SWOs, detailers, placement officers, commands and the various other actors in these 
systems. 
No IT system, no matter how well designed, is of real benefit if it does not 
engender some level of trust in its product. The current system does not engender this 
level of trust in the general SWO community. As stated earlier in this chapter, this is 
primarily due to a lack of information.  
The availability of information is the greatest difference between the current 
system and the proposed system. Whether it is an artifact of Navy culture or a perception 
of power, there is little good reason why SWOs are not more familiar with the detailing 
and placement processes. Certainly, NAVPERS makes no secrets about the process. 
However, this information is not penetrating the general SWO population. Where the 
information does penetrate, there is a tendency to disbelieve it. 
This is a result of a closed-pipe process. That is, a SWO can make suggestions at 
the beginning of his detailing process but, he then remains external to the rest of the 
process until a published slate is released or he receives orders. NAVPERS must always 
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reserve the right to make final decisions. However, individual SWOs should be able to 
see the process in motion and make comments – even if they are only lightly considered.  
The current system makes such a transparent process unwieldy, though. Even if 
NAVPERS wanted to implement such a policy, their current technological configuration 
would not support it without an increase in the expenditure of internal resources. The 
future system attempts to correct this deficiency by building transparency into the system. 
A final issue that spans all areas of comparison is the subject of user interfaces. 
While an object-oriented, networked database may be the brain of a future system, its 
user interface will be the five senses used to access, communicate with and manipulate 
that brain. While this thesis does not cover the actual creation of User Interfaces, it is 
obvious that the future system simplifies their design. 
 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Table 5-1 summarizes recommendations of this thesis. Central to these 
recommendations is the development of a new centralized database that can be accessed 
from a network. The ideal outcome would be to develop the future models presented in 
this thesis in greater detail with an eye towards actual implementation. However, that 
may be unrealistic. Therefore, the four recommendations presented here have the most 
applicability and possibility of implementation in the current system. 
Table 5- 1: Summary of Recommendations  
1. Improve the Underlying Database 
The new underlying database must be designed in an object-oriented manner to 
allow for ease of maintainability and re-usability. In addition, this approach will allow the 
database to be modular and, therefore, adaptive to future environments.  
 
 
1. Improve the underlying database used in the detailing process by moving to an object-
oriented design 
2. Develop and deploy analysis tools that can work on the system’s new database to provide 
detailers, placement officers, commands and individual SWOs with real-time counseling 
and decision-support tools 
3. Automate the process of getting and placing information into the database 
4. Make the detailing process more transparent 
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The database is central to any future system and must be scalable and deployable 
on a network. This implies a three-tier architecture where the database is the lowest tier; 
the programs and agents that use it are in the second tier and user interfaces are in the 
third tier. 
Of special concern will be security and access points for this database.  
Traditional login accounts may not be sufficient to protect the integrity of this database, 
especially if the database becomes central to the entire CMS. Security technologies is 
beyond the scope of this thesis but must be examined in an implementation attempt. 
 
2. Develop and Deploy Analysis Tools 
The development of analysis tools is vital to help future system managers make 
more informed and effective decisions. This will be especially true if a CMS similar to 
the one proposed in this thesis evolves. Analysis tools should include not only statistical 
tools but data mining tools that can help detailers and other system users make better 
matches both from a Navy and SWO perspective. 
 
3.     Automation of Processes 
Many of the processes in the Career Management System are mechanical in 
nature. These processes can be automated. Especially if the underlying database against 
which these processes run is more robust, the benefits derived from automation imply a 
decrease in decision making cycle time and a subsequent increase in available manpower 
resources. 
 
4. Make the Detailing Process More Transparent 
The current detailing system’s methodologies are already transparent. However, 
the actual process of selection is not. A notable exception to this is the first-tour division-
officer-process, which is almost completely mechanical in nature. While it is unlikely that 
all parts of the process will ever be transparent, even the ability to know at what point in 
the process one is can be of great value. The Navy’s promotion system managers already 
do something similar on the Internet. It is expected that making the process completely 




A future SWO detailing system cannot be completely designed except in context 
of what the future Career Management System will look like. However, the technology 
that would underlie such a system exists today. Therefore, it is more than possible to 
apply many of the concepts of a future system to today’s system.  
Central to any change, current or future, is the development of a new object-
oriented database that places the SWO as its central object. Next, user interfaces must be 
developed that are customizable and accessible throughout the Navy’s various networks 
(and, probably, the Internet). While this thesis did not specifically cover network and 
database security issues, further study of the models presented in this thesis need to take 
security into account. 
The primary conclusion of this thesis is that, while the current detailing system is 
functional, the Navy and Naval Officers will benefit from NAVPERS use of object-
oriented methodologies in designing future systems.  Any future-systems designer must 
keep in mind that the users of that system and how the users will employ that system are 
always more important than the technology used to implement that system. 
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APPENDIX A. UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE 
 
 
A. UML DEFINED 
The Unified Modeling Language is an object-oriented analysis and design tool 
primarily used in modern software engineering and design. Object-oriented methods 
allow software engineers to modularize software and encapsulate real-world entities.  
Namir Shamas explains the notion of objects as follows (1993, p. 127): 
 
We live in a world of objects. Each object has its 
characteristics and operations, and some objects are more 
animated than others. You can categorize objects into 
classes. For example, my VW Quantum car is an object that 
belongs to the class of the VW Quantum model. You can 
also relate individual classes in a class hierarchy. The class 
of VW Quantum model is part of the vehicle class 
hierarchy. Object-oriented programming (OOP) uses the 
notion of real-world objects to develop applications. 
 
The benefit of using object-oriented methods in design is that the system becomes 
a collection of black boxes interfacing at access points only. If one object needs to be 
modified to improve the system, the rest of the system need not be tampered with. In fact, 
in theory, a particular object can be re-used by other software systems if they know its 
interface points, thus eliminating development times and costs. To build on Shamas’ 
example, the average consumer is not concerned about the internal workings of the VW 
Quantum. They care about its interface points (steering wheel, accelerator, etc.). If a 
driver can interface with one VW Quantum, he can interface with any VW Quantum. 
Furthermore, if Volkswagen decides to change the inner-workings of the Quantum, they 
can do so without changing the interfaces. The driver, then, spends neither time nor 
money learning the new system or learning a new interface. 
Object-oriented design requires careful planning and thought. Unfortunately, the 
software engineering world still has a reputation for haphazard programming. To help 
rectify this situation, a variety of methodologies have been developed. The latest of these 
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is the Unified Process. The Unified Modeling Language was developed as the common 
language of this process. 
  
B. WHY UML FOR THIS THESIS? 
The design of a future Surface Warfare Officer Detailing System involves more 
than just software. In truth, the most important element is the people who will use the 
system. Ultimately, however, the users will be interfacing with a software system that 
must be robust enough to allow change over a long period of time and yet simple enough 
to evolve. Object-oriented design can help accomplish this task. Since UML is the 
accepted object-oriented analysis language, it seems natural to use it to develop the 
models contained in this thesis. 
It should be noted that the Unified Process consists of four phases: Inception, 
Elaboration, Construction and Transition (Fowler, 1999, p. 14).  Because this thesis 
develops and explores only a concept, the construction and transition phases are not 
explored. The majority of this thesis lies in the Inception stage. That is, it allows a 
potential customer (COMNAVPERS) the opportunity to decide whether or not the ideas 
merit further study. 
 
C. UML LANGUAGE INTRICACIES 
UML is a language with many intricacies that are evolving still. Only those 
aspects of UML relevant to this thesis are presented. Rational Software’s Rational Rose 
2000 software uses some non-standard aspects of UML. The definitions that follow are 
based on Rational Software’s implementation of UML. 
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 D. ACTORS AND USE CASES29 
1. Definitions 
 
ACTOR – A role that a user plays with respect to the system. There can 
be many actors in a system. Basically anyone, or anything, that interacts 
with a system is a potential actor. 
 
USE CASE – A typical interaction between a user and a computer system. 
Many actors can interface with one particular use case. Use cases, in 
effect, are those system functions that a user can see and which achieve 
discrete user goals (SWO fills out preference card. SWO is the actor and 
“fills out preference card” is the use case). The reason for analyzing 
scenarios is that they often provide both actors and use cases. 
 
2. Purpose 
Developing Use Cases and defining Actors is usually the first step in UML model 
development because Use Cases and Actors provide the basis of classes and interaction 
diagrams. Especially in complex systems, developing Use Cases can also help cut down 
in the redundancy of classes. 
 
3. Notation 
An Actor is represented by a stick figure and a Use Case by an oval. The arrow 
indicates the relationship direction. Typically, all Use Cases in a system or sub-system 
are placed inside a rectangle to indicate that they are part of the same system. Figure A-1 
illustrates the Actor/Use Case Relationship. 
                                                 









Figure A- 1: Actor/Use Case Relationship Example 
 
E. OBJECTS AND CLASSES  
1. Definitions30 
 
CLASS – a template definition of the methods and attributes in a 
particular kind of object 
 
OBJECT – an instance of a particular class or subclass with the class's 
own methods or procedures and data attributes. An object is what actually 
runs in the computer. 
 
METHOD – a programmed procedure that is defined as part of a class and 
included in any object of that class. A class (and thus an object) can have 
more than one method. A method in an object can only have access to the 
data known to that object, which ensures data integrity among the set of 
objects in an application. A method can be re-used in multiple objects. 
 
ATTRIBUTES – a value that can change, depending on conditions or on 
information passed to the class/object 
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Objects and classes are the heart of true system implementation. Therefore, it is 
worthwhile to develop the objects and classes that define a system and ensure that the 




A Class is modeled as a box with three areas separated by lines. The top area 
contains the Class Name. The middle area contains Class Attributes. The lower area 
contains Class Methods. 
In Rational Rose 2000, you also have the option of showing the visibility of 
methods and attributes to the outside world. Private methods and attributes have a lock 
icon next to their name. If a method or attribute is private, that means that another class 
or object cannot directly manipulate it. Figure A-2 shows the Placement Officer class 
developed for this thesis.  
Figure A- 2: Class Example 
 
As can be seen, all attributes are private and all methods are public. In reality, if 
this mo








del were further developed, there would also be private methods. It is unlikely that 
there would be public attributes, though. Standard practice in object-oriented software 
design is that any class/object attribute that must be manipulated by the user should be 
manipulated via a public method. This ensures the integrity of the module and keeps the 
system from becoming monolithic by building unknown links between classes. 
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An object is modeled in UML in the same manner as a class with two exceptions: 
The instantiated name of the class follows the class name by a colon; methods and 
attributes are not normally shown unless they are unique to that object (they are in 
addition to the parent class’ methods and attributes). Figure A-3 illustrated an instantiated 
instance of the Placement Officer class. 
 
Figure A- 3: UML Object Example 





F. SEQUENCE AND CLASS DIAGRAMS 
1. Definitions 
 
SEQUENCE DIAGRAM – Describes how groups of objects interact 
over a timeline 
 
CLASS DIAGRAM – Describes the types of objects in a system and the 




Class and sequence diagrams are difficult to separate. Both provide roadmaps to 
implementation. The sequence diagram provides a dynamic view of the objects in a 
system while the class diagram provides a static view. Typically, sequence diagrams are 
developed after use cases and before class diagrams. Sequence diagrams look at the same 
scenario used to develop Use Cases and provide a UML-version of the scenario. This 
scenario, constrained by the Use Case models, help define what classes are needed in the 
system and how they relate to one another. 
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 It should be noted that sequence and class diagram implementations differ 
from source to source. For this thesis, only high-level diagrams were developed. 
 
3. Notation 
A sequence diagram is rather uncomplicated. The top boxes are system objects. 
Below each object is a vertical dashed line called a swimlane.  This line represents a 
relative timeline with time zero being at the top. Figure A-4 shows an example of a 
sequence diagram. 
A Command : 
Command





Figure A- 4: UML Sequence Diagram Example 
 
A directional arrow between swimlanes represents the execution of an object’s 
method. In Figure A-4, “A Command” interfaces with “A Billet” by using the method 
“Generate Billet Requirements.” Counter-intuitively,  “Generate Billet Requirements” is 
a method of class “Billet.” The direction of the arrow shows that “A Command” initiated 
the method execution. The arrow always points to the owner of the method. 
The reason “Generate Billet Requirements” is a method of “Billet” is that billet 
requirements are attributes of a billet. In general, methods manipulate attributes and, 
therefore, it is the attribute owner’s requirement to define the method (interface) by 
which that attribute can be modified or examined. 
The parentheses at the end of a method’s name indicate the types of arguments 
(attributes) that are passed to the method’s owner. For the most part, this thesis does not 
define passed arguments; therefore, most object models will have empty parentheses. 
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The boxes on the swimlanes are artifacts of Rational Rose 2000’s implementation 
of UML. However, they could be used to link together processes if Rational Rose would 
make such an implementation easier. 
Simple class diagrams are similarly easy to understand. It should be noted that a 
great many resources and elaborations of class diagram methods exist. For this thesis, the 
author has chosen the simplest that would suit the purpose. 
A class diagram consists of all the classes in a system joined by connecting lines. 
Rational Rose 2000 connects these lines in a directional manner although standard UML 
does not do this. As a result, it is vital that each connection line have a relationship 
description. Figure A-5, shows an example of this. The diagram should be read in the 
direction of the arrow (Command contains Billet and Command interfaces Billet). 





























The numbers shown in Figure A-5 are called multiplicity figures. They are read in 
the direction of the arrow. In Figure A-5, they would be read as follows: One Command 
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contains One to Many Billets; One Command interfaces with One to Many Billets. Table 
A-1 describes the type of multiplicity figures that might be found in this thesis. 
 
Multiplicity  Definition 
1 One 
* Many 
1..* One to Many 
0..* Zero to Many 
N..N Where N is some whole number (including zero) 
Figure A- 6: UML Multiplicity Definitions 
 
G. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
In addition to the books cited in the footnotes of this appendix, anyone wishing a 
greater understanding of UML is directed to begin their search at Rational Rose’s UML 
website. This is a good launching point for both Rational Rose’s implementation of UML 
and the state of the Unified Process. In addition, the Object Management Group controls 
the UML standard.  
 
Rational Rose UML: http://www.rational.com/uml/index.jsp 
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APPENDIX B. QUESTIONNAIRE  
 
The following appendix contains the text of the questionnaire e-mailed to all SWO 
Detailers and Surface Warfare Community Managers. Although few replies were 
received, those that were proved to be extremely useful. Because of the limited number of 






 I am working on a thesis idea to develop a model of a detailing system for 
 future Surface Warfare Officers. Enclosed are a few questions related to 
my work. 
 
 I understand that you are all busy and greatly appreciate any input you 
can provide me. 
 
 Any answers you provide will be held in the strictest confidence and no 
 reference to your rank or name will be made in my work (unless you 
 specifically request for me to do so). 
 
 Thank you in advance for your help. 
 
 Very respectfully, 
 LT Abdel I. Lopez 
 ailopez@nps.navy.mil 
 
 NOTE: If you only have time to answer one or two of the following 
questions, I have listed the questions in what I think is their order of importance. 
 
 1. Describe a typical detailing transaction from the perspective of your 
 job. Would you change any part of the transaction process if you could? 
 Which parts? How? 
 
 2. What  aspects of  the current detailing system should be kept in a 
future detailing system? 
 
 3. What are the positive aspects of the current detailing system's 
 interfaces (networks, desktops, laptops, phones, face-to-face, graphic 
user interfaces, etc.)? 
 
 4. What changes, if any,  could be made to the navy's career management 
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 system and/or detailing system to improve the way they interface? 
 
 5. What changes, if any, to the current detailing system would provide the 
 most value (qualitative and quantitative)? 
 
 6. At what points does the current detailing system interface well with 
the navy's career management system? At what points does it not interface 
well? 
 
 7. Based on your knowledge (both experience and book), how is the navy's 
 career management system going to change (if at all) for SWOs over the 
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